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Candlelight vigil honors King’s Double robbery 
on Oakland Ave.legacy, celebrates diversity
by Juliana Patsourakos ’02
News Staff
Students, faculty, and 
members of the Providence 
community congregated in 
Saint Dominic Chapel on 
January 31st to share a Martin 
Luther King, Jr. candlelight 
vigil.
After Rev. Brendan Murphy, 
O.P, Chaplain, gave an 
invocation, Rev. Philip Smith, 
O.P., President of the College, 
introduced Dr. Wilesse 
Comissiong, Dean of the 
Balfour Center for Multicultural 
Affairs. In her opening 
remarks, Comissiong emp­
hasized the importance of 
cultural celebrating the heritage 
of every individual. “I was once 
asked how many multicultural 
students we had [at Providence
Students participate in the 
vigil with singing. (Above)
An artistic interpretation of 
King’s ‘I have a dream’ 
speech. (Right)
College], and I responded that 
"We" had 3700 multicultural 
students,” commented Comi­
ssiong.
Dr. Trude Cooke Turner, 
Director of the Multicultural 
Scholarship Program expressed 
her gratitude that she has been 
able to witness, as director of 
the program since this past 
August, a multitude of scholars 
receive the opportunity to 
advance their education with the 
assistance of scholarship. 
Turner asked the scholarship 
recipients to rise, and many of
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the over one-hundred recipients 
were present.
A member of each class 
was also given a chance to
Vigil, page 4
by Nicole McINTyre ’02
News Editor
Residents of 235/237 
Oakland Ave. are nervous after 
having been the victims of two 
robberies within the span of 
eight days. The first robbery 
took place on Saturday, Jan. 26, 
on the first floor of the building, 
when, the residents believe, 
they were on the second floor. 
The intruder entered through the 
window and stole jewelry, two 
laptops, wallets, and credit 
cards.
The second incident 
occurred sometime between 
6:30 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 2 
and 1 a.m. Sunday, Feb. 3, when 
the occupants returned home to 
find several items missing, 
including a laptop computer, 
four necklaces, a ring, two pairs 
of earrings, two bracelets, and 
spare change. This time, 
however, the lock on the door 
had been broken and the door 
was damaged. “It looked like 
someone had been throwing 
themselves against the door in 
order to get in,” stated one of 
the residents who wished to 
remain unidentified.
Initially, the authorities 
believed that the break-ins may 
have been done by fellow PC 
students. “They though that it 
was a fellow student because 
the items weren’t that big,” one 
of the roommates said. “[The 
robbers] took odd things. My 
wallet and car keys and house 
keys were on the dresser next 
to my jewelry, but they didn’t 
take that.”
The police suggested that the 
victims visit pawn shops to look 
for their belongings. “We spent 
all day doing that, but we didn’t 
find anything,” stated one of the 
roommates.
Both incidents are currently 
under investigation by the 
Providence Police Department, 
but the residents are not taking 
any chances. “Our landlord is 
taking serious action,” stated 
one of the roommates. “He is 
installing a security alarm 
system and is double enforcing 
the locks on the doors.”
The residents are also 
concerned by the response of 
the College community. “No 
action by the school was really 
taken until our parents called the 
school,” stated one of the 
residents. “We are all fully 
aware that the school pays the 
Providence Police to patrol the 
area. It seems that they’re there 
to break up beer parties and not 
to take care of the students.”
“We were told that we were 
not under [the College 
Security’s] jurisdiction,” added 
another roommate. “They told 
us that they would notify the 
rest of the school.”
Despite the police 
investigation and the added 
security measures, the residents 
are still uncomfortable. “We’re 
really scared. We have a 
barricade on our front door. We 
lock the doors to two of the 
bedrooms. We’re overly 
cautious, and it’s really scary.”
Chapel celebrates one year anniversary of dedication
by Jamie Gisonde ’02
News Staff
Chilly winds and drizzling 
rain did not stop adminis­
tration, faculty, students, and 
neighborhood residents from 
attending Mass on Friday, 
February 1, at St. Dominic, to 
celebrate the first anniversary of 
the Chapel’s dedication.
Rev. Phillip A. Smith O.P., 
College President, was joined 
by eleven of his fellow priests 
on the altar to perform the 
ceremony. Fr. Smith began his 
homily by describing the vision 
that the College had for its 
Chapel, and the significance of 
achieving that vision. “The 
dedication of St. Dominic 
Chapel a year ago marked the 
fulfillment of a dream that had 
long been dormant,” Smith 
explained. “We wanted a 
striking structure that would 
embody the spiritual and 
intellectual conditions of the 
Catholic Church and the 
Dominican Order.. .we wanted 
it to be the spiritual center of our 
campus... a sacred space that is 
inviting and conducive to prayer 
and worship, [and a] temple of 
God’s presence in our midst, 
shaping who we are and what 
we do.”
Fr. Smith also spoke of the 
many ways in which the Chapel 
has “surpassed [P.C.’s] fondest 
hopes.” Throughout the last 
year, attendance has increased 
“dramatically” at Masses, the 
Chapel was the site of the 
General Chapter of the 
Dominican Order over the 
summer, and it was also the 
venue for “special Masses” for 
Junior Ring Weekend, Alumni 
Weekend, the President’s 
Council and the Board of 
Trustees.
As the Chapel’s role in the 
Providence College tradition 
intensifies, Fr. Smith assured his 
attentive audience that “St. 
Dominic Chapel will fulfill its 
enormous promise of hope for 
each of us only if the God who 
is present here, in this sacred 
site [St. Dominic], is also 
present in the depths of our 
beings.”
Following the Mass, the 
parishioners were invited to a 
complimentary luncheon
Fr. Smith, page 3 St. Dominic Chapel has become a prominent feature on 
the College campus over the past year.
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Redistricting plan divides campus in half
by Nicole McIntyre ’02
News Editor
The Rhode Island House of 
Representatives voted Wednesday night 
85-9 to approve a controversial 
redistricting bill that splits the 
Providence College campus in half and, 
some claim, practices “racial packing.” 
After taking into consideration a 1994 
referendum vote that called for 
downsizing the number of House 
members and the necessity to redistrict 
after the 2000 census, the House 
Committee on Reapportionment devised 
a plan to redraw the State House of 
Representative district lines. The final 
amended plan included such changes as 
separating Providence College down 
Huxley Ave. Thus, students living on 
upper campus would vote in District 29, 
while those residing on lower campus 
would cast their ballots in District 30.
According to Representative Denise 
Aiken ’79 (D-District 35), Chair of the 
Committee on Reapportionment, no one 
from the College ever approached the 
Committee about the issue. However, 
she believes that students need not worry 
about not being able to vote. More than 
one district can vote at the same polling 
place, so Schneider Arena may still
Faculty investigates grade inflation
Study finds PC
by Frank Caliva ’04
Asst. News Editor
The Faculty Senate voted on 
Wednesday Feb. 6 to table three motions 
related to inflation for further study. The 
propsed legislation vows to raise 
standards for the Dean’s List, graduation 
honors, and institute “minuses” in the 
grading system. The Senate’s 
consideration of the legislation 
represents a response to the issue which 
Fr. Mark Nowel, O.P., Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies, has made a top 
priority this year.
The Faculty Senate was aided in their 
deliberations by a grade distribution 
analysis done by Associate Professor 
George A. Raymond and Professor John 
J. Colby, both of the Psychology 
Department. According to Colby, the 
research was actually done several years 
ago, and was based on grade data from 
1994-1996 academic years. Colby said 
that both Fr. Nowel and the Faculty 
Senate received a copy of the report last 
semester, as it was the most up-to-date 
grade analysis available. Dr. Raymond, 
who is also a member of the Faculty 
Senate, is noted in the minutes of a 
Faculty Senate meeting, dated Dec. 5, 
2001, as requesting more current grade 
data in order to do a comparison across 
time.
Professor Colby acknowledged the 
difficulties in the research and analysis. 
“Nobody can do an experiment on data 
that has already been collected,” he said, 
“[and] nobody has the capacity to say 
why grades have shifted the way they 
have in the last 20 years.” However, 
Colby said that the fact that a growing 
negative distribution of grades has 
occurred at colleges nationwide in the 
last few decades is indisputable. He 
explained that the term “negative 
distribution” is somewhat counter- 
intuitive, as it means that a larger number 
of grades are concentrated at the high end 
of the grading scale than normal.
Colby also said that there are three 
propositions explaining this 
phenomenon of rising grades: the quality 
of students could be increasing, the 
quality of professors and instructors 
could be increasing, or it could be a result 
of grade inflation. “Everyone weighs in 
with their biases [on the cause of the
The amended House plan draws the dividing line between District 29 and 
District 30 straight down Huxley Ave.
provide a home for College voters. For 
those students who move from upper to 
lower campus, Aiken stated that filling 
out a change of address card at 
Providence City Hall would rectify the 
problem of switching districts.
grade inflation worse in some majors than others
Grades Across Majors (Fall 1994 - Spring 1996)
□ 'A' Grade
□ 'B+‘ Grade 
a 'B‘ Grade
The above graph is based on Dr. Colby and Dr. Raymond’s grade analysis of four semesters between Fall 1994 and 
Spring 1996. The graph shows the percentage of students who scored at a given grade across several majors. Series 
1 is the percentage of students who scored an ‘A’, Series 2 is the percentage of students who scored a ‘B+’, and 
Series 3 is the percentage of students who scored a ‘B’.
rising grades], with explanations that 
promote their own self interest. Grade 
inflation is my bias. Proposition three is 
correct,” Colby said.
While Colby acknowledged that he 
could not prove his argument 
indubitably, he said he believed the facts 
and evidence lent themselves to 
supporting that grade inflation exists. “I 
look at the preponderance of evidence 
to support my proposition or prove it 
false. I believe the preponderance of 
evidence supports grade inflation,” he 
said. Colby stated he thought it unlikely 
that universities across the board, from 
the Ivy League to community colleges, 
have been able to attract better students 
and instructors merely by chance. If so, 
“Where did all the bad [students and 
instructors] go?” he asked. He also noted 
the fact that even as college students’ 
grades have risen over the last two 
decades, “their performance on the S ATs 
has declined consistently in the last two
For Representative Aisha Abdullah- 
Odiase (D-District 19), the redistricting 
poses a larger threat, as well. “It’s 
splitting up neighborhoods and not 
taking into account natural boundaries,” 
she stated. “They’re packing all the 
decades, forcing the College Board to re 
norm the lower scores.”
The actual report itself, which 
examined grade data from every 
department or independent course 
offering in the years studied, revealed 
that negatively distributed grades 
occurred more significantly in a few 
departments than others. For example, 
in the four semesters examined, the 
percentage of students who scored a final 
grade of ‘A’ in the Development of 
Western Civilization program was 8.2%, 
13.6% in Biology courses, 20.1% in 
Chemistry courses, 20.1% in English 
courses, 21.5% in History courses, 
22.5% in Psychology courses, 24% in 
Political Science courses, and 30.4% in 
Management courses. At the same time, 
52.7% of students enrolled in Art History 
courses scored an ‘A,’ as did 56.7% in 
Computer Science courses and 59.6% of 
students in Education courses.
Colby said that Education 
minorities in one area, which is not a 
great idea in Rhode Island because it’s 
already segregated.”
The result of this plan, according to 
Abdullah-Odiase will “dilute minority 
representation even further.”
However, according to Aiken, the 
Committee chose a “very good plan.” 
“There are no perfect plans,” she 
commented.
“We tried to respect natural 
boundaries when we could,” Aiken 
explained. “We had to cross some 
natural boundaries when there weren’t 
enough people [to make each district 
contain 14,000 people]. It’s not just 
Providence we’re working on. We have 
to take the whole state in to 
consideration.”
“It’s not that I thought downsizing 
was a good idea, but that was what the 
people voted for [in 1994],” she added.
Even though the bill has passed in the 
House, the results are not final. If it is 
passes a Senate vote and is signed by the 
Governor, the proposal may still be 
challenged in court, a process Abdullah- 
Odiase believes several groups will 
utilize.
For more information on redist­
ricting in Providence, go to 
www.rilin.state.ri.us.
departments nationwide have similarly 
disproportionately high grades. At the 
same time, GRE test results, the 
yardstick for measuring college students 
across all majors who wish to pursue 
graduate studies, reveal that from 1965 
to 1992, Education majors consistently 
scored the lowest out of the six 
disciplines (Biology, Chemistry, 
Education, Engineering, Literature, 
Psychology) examined in a study done 
by the National Center for Education 
Statistics (Table 305, 1995 Digest of 
Education Statistics, US Education 
Department).
Professor Lynn Ryan, Chair of the 
Education Department, disputed the 
claims of grade inflation. “It gets back 
to what is your purpose of grading,” she 
said. “Our mission [in the Education 
Department] is related to teaching. We
PC, page 5
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Res Life institutes 
new policy for 
dorm problems
The Cowl 3
by Jamie Chase ’04
News Staff
When a light bulb broke or a closet 
rack fell, students on campus previously 
called Physical Plant directly to come fix 
their specific problem-. Now, however, a 
new policy has been implemented. 
When a certain problem occurs in a dorm 
room or in one of the apartments, the 
student must report the dilemma to his 
or her resident assistant.
According to Karen Bagley, ’03, a 
resident assistant on the first floor of 
Aquinas, the resident assistant then 
reports the specified problem to the Hall 
Director of the dorm. The Hall Director, 
in turn, reports the problem to Kevin 
Hillery, Assistant Dean of the Office of 
Residence Life, who works in 
conjunction with Physical Plant to 
resolve student complaints.
This new procedure, implemented at 
the start of the Spring 2002 semester, was 
introduced, according to Chris 
Ferdinand, Service Response Manager 
of Physical Plant, to cut down on 
duplications. Physical Plant would 
receive numerous phone calls from 
students, most often roommates, 
regarding the same problem, and work 
orders would be put in each instance, 
sometimes getting written out as many 
as three or four times for the same 
problem. This duplication bogged down 
Physical Plant and delayed response 
times, as workers were called to check 
on problems that had already been fixed. 
Thus, Ferdinand and Hillery decided that 
it would be a better, more effective 
approach to have students go through 
their resident advisors who in turn go 
through the Office of Residence Life. 
“[Residence Life] knows all the polices,” 
stated Ferdinand. Going through 
Fr. Smith: Chapel 
‘fulfilled promise of hope’
-Continued from page 1-
sponsored by Campus Ministry. 
Impressed by the successful turnout at 
the Mass and the lunch, Father Smith 
saw it as a "sign of the level of faith on 
campus and what the Chapel means to 
the Providence community.”
Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P., 
Chaplain, said that his “favorite thing 
about the Chapel is the students’, 
faculty’s, and staff’s response to [it].” 
“[Especially] the fact that they feel 
welcome here and that they’re making 
use of [both] the Chapel and Campus 
Ministry.” He added, “It’s beautiful, but 
if people don’t think so and people aren’t 
praying, it’s not special.” Fr. Murphy 
also explained that one of the reasons 
that the anniversary is so special is 
because “once you dedicate a church, the 
anniversary is always considered a 
solemnity. So it’s very important every 
year, not just the first.”
Sr. Annette Desmarais, O.P., 
Library Hours for President’s 
Day Weekend
Friday, February 15..... 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday, February 16.....Noon - 5 p.m.
Sunday, February 17.....Noon - 5 p.m.
Monday, February 18.....Noon - 1 a.m.
Residence Life, therefore, not only cuts 
down on duplicate work orders, but it 
also makes it easier for the people at 
Physical Plant because the complaints 
have been filtered and sorted through, 
according to Ferdinand.
Once the complaints have gone 
through resident assistants, hall directors, 
and Residence Life, all the information 
needed to fix the problem— the student’s 
name, room number, building, extension, 
and description of the problem — gets 
sent over to Physical Plant. There, all 
the information is prioritized, according 
to Ferdinand, as either of “high, medium, 
or low priority.” Once ranked in order 
of importance, the orders are sent to a 
supervisor who works directly with the 
Physical Plant tradesmen. The 
supervisor reviews the work orders and 
then schedules when the work order is 
to be completed. The tradesmen go out 
and complete the work as scheduled and 
then fill out how much time and what 
materials it took to fix the student’s 
complaint at the bottom of the work 
order. The completed forms are sent 
back to the same supervisor for review.
Student reaction to the policy change 
was mixed. “I think it’s good in some 
cases, but if you need something done 
that day and you can't find your R.A. 
then it’s a little frustrating,” said Gwen 
Cunningham ’04. Kate Lucas ’04 agreed. 
“It sounds like a good idea, but it seems 
like that if you have to go through the 
R.A. who goes through the Hall Director 
and then Res Life the whole process is 
going to take that much longer,” she said.
While the new policy is meant to 
make the process easier for Physical 
Plant, Ferdinand also reminded students 
that they can call Physical Plant in 
matters of emergency.
Assistant Chaplain, “thought the Mass 
was beautiful, [and? that] it was 
wonderful that so many people were able 
to come. The music was wonderful; Fr. 
Smith’s homily was great, too. It really 
showed some of the exciting things that 
the Chapel has been able to provide over 
the past year.” One advantage Sr. 
Desmarais noted was “the atmosphere 
that draws students at night when you 
walk through here, and [that often,] there 
are students in little clusters doing 
homework, or curled up on the couch.”
Being a part of St. Dominic is very 
special for Sr. Annette, also. “[By] 
working in the Lord’s house, you start 
your day by paying a visit upstairs, 
centering yourself and giving the day 
your best.” “For me, it’s been an 
opportunity to bring to God everybody 
who’s part of PC.”
by Felicia Grosso ’03
News Staff
“We were stuck together for an hour 
in a church,” says Reverend Ken 
Gumbert, O.P. as he speaks candidly 
about his meeting actor Jim Carey. How 
did one of PC’s professors find himself 
with one of Hollywood’s biggest stars? 
Well, that’s what happens when you land 
yourself a part in the Farrelly brother 
movie. Me, Myself, and Irene. How 
does one land his or herself a part in a 
Farrelly brothers movie? It’s easy when 
you know the Farrelly brothers and 
performed the wedding ceremony for 
Peter Farrelly.
While 
knowing 
the Farrel- 
ly brothers 
is cert­
ainly an 
interesting 
tidbit of
information about Fr. Gumbert (in case 
any of you missed it, Fr. Gumbert plays 
himself at the beginning of Me, Myself, 
and Irene when he performs Jim Carey’s 
wedding), it’s certainly not the only 
thing fascinating about this Providence 
College film professor. “I certainly hope 
my fifteen minutes of fame isn’t up,” 
he said with a laugh.
The road that led Fr. Gumbert to PC, 
where he has been since the fall of 1992, 
has been an adventurous one. When he 
left his home in Massachusetts to attend 
college at Arizona State University, Fr. 
Gumbert planned to be an architect 
major. Describing himself as “not a 
winter person,” he speaks quite fondly 
ofhis timeout in Arizona. “(It was] wild 
out in the desert,” he said.
Deciding he no longer wanted to 
major in architecture, Fr. Gumbert then 
tried a myriad of majors ranging from 
art to communications. Eventually, he 
decided on Psychology because he 
“really wanted to explore.” According 
to Fr. Gumbert, psychology plays an 
integral part in filmmaking. “[We] have 
to have an understanding of what makes 
people tick,” he explained. “It leads us 
to tell stories about the world.”
One of Fr. Gumbert’s most 
memorable and important experiences 
while in college was meeting the 
Dominicans at the Newman Center at 
Arizona University. Growing up 
Catholic, he “wasn’t personally 
committed to Catholicism” when he 
was young. After meeting the 
Dominicans at school, however, 
“Catholicism became a persona! 
choice” for Fr. Gumbert. He found the 
Dominicans to be “more open,” “less 
judgmental,” and “more creative” than 
the priests he knew back home.
Fr. Gumbert graduated from college 
in 1977 and joined the Dominican order 
that same year. He then went and 
studied at the Graduate Theological 
Union in Berkley, California where he 
received an MA in Divinity. During his 
eight years in Berkley, Fr. Gumbert 
completed his ministry by working in 
a television station in San Francisco as 
a camera man, which was his first 
experience being in the film 
environment. At the same time, he was 
very involved with still photography 
and oil landscape painting. “I was very 
oriented towards the visual arts,” he 
explained.
Fr. Gumbert was then ordained in 
1985 and was assigned as an assistant 
Chaplain at the Newman Center at the 
University of Utah in Salt Lake City. 
While there he entered film school and 
received his MFA in filmmaking in 
1992.
Fr. Gumbert had one of his most 
enriching experiences while in Utah. 
While in school, he made two 16 
millimeter films about Native American 
spirituality. The project stemmed from 
his meeting an actual Native American 
medicine man from the Ute tribe named 
Bearboy. He first met Bearboy when 
he came into the Newman Center 
asking Fr. Gumbert to bless his bundle, 
the material he used for his work. 
Bearboy then said a blessing over Fr. 
Gumbert.
Fr. Gumbert’s film, “Ritual Ways,” 
which followed Bearboy and compared 
his medicine with Catholic medicine, 
won some prizes in festivals and was 
also nominated for Student Academy
Fr. Gumbert, page 5
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ROTC participate in 
walk for charity
Courtesy of ROTC
Sergeant First Class John Horney treats a cadet’s blisters while taking a 
break during the annual Patroit Battalion Ruck-a-Thon.
Vigil marks 
MLK day
- Continued from page 1 -
After a week of record-setting high 
temperatures, the Providence College 
Army ROTC Patriot Battalion braved the 
more seasonal weather on Saturday 
morning, February 2nd, to walk through 
the city of Providence during their an­
nual Ruck-A-Thon to benefit Meeting 
Street School. Revered J. Stuart 
McPhail, O.P. Vice President of Student 
Services, accompanied the cadets on the 
8-mile walk remarking that the tempera­
ture felt warmer than last year.
The Patriot Battalion Ruck-A-Thon 
has been an annual event for the cadets 
since 1987. Individuals sponsor the 
ROTC cadets and the money they raise 
is donated to the Meeting Street School, 
which directly benefits many multi­
handicapped children in the Providence 
area. Approximately .98 of every dollar 
raised by the battalion is donated to 
Meeting Street.
This year’s Ruck-A-Thon was 
planned and supervised by the Patriot 
Battalion’s Cadet Commander and Staff. 
Those cadets include Providence Col­
lege Seniors Matthew Marino, Cadet 
Battalion Commander, Paul Marcato, 
Executive Officer, Samuel Burling, Op­
erations Officer, and Christina 
Mouradjian, Public Affairs Officer. Ap­
proximately 50 cadets from Providence 
College, Bryant College, Rhode Island 
College, Brown University, Johnson and 
Wales University and the Community 
College of Rhode Island took part in the 
Saturday morning event. Two members 
of the Providence Police Department 
Downtown Bike Unit accompanied the 
cadets. Patrolmen Jason Simoneau and 
Gary Slater assisted the battalion in traf­
fic control on their mountain bikes and 
were the envy of the cadets on the long, 
hilly stretches at Brown University and 
River Avenue.
Submitted by Major Ellis F. Hopkins 
reflect upon Martin Luther King, Jr. and 
his relevance to Providence College. 
“My time here at PC has been filled with 
so many connections with people of 
different race, age, color, background, 
culture whatever it may be that makes 
them unique,” said Dave Mayo ’02. 
“And these are the connections that have 
given me along with all my fellow 
scholars and peers, not only a wonderful 
opportunity to receive an education here 
at PC but to reach out to one another and 
connect. That is why we gather today in 
honoring the great Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr.”
Clinton Aneni ’03 extended Mayo’s 
theme. “Going to PC 1 learned that 
sometimes you will not see the full 
benefit of taking Development of 
Western Civilization until after you 
graduate,” he said. “For example, if 
someone starts talking to you about, for 
example, Socrates it would be 
embarrassing if we had to stay quiet 
because we did not know about him or 
have an opinion about him. I feel we 
should also take time to learn about 
Martin Luther King because if someone 
tried to have an intelligent conversation 
about him and you had nothing to say 
because you do not know much about 
him or have much of an opinion about 
him, that would also be embarrassing.”
Meloiza Escobar ’04 spoke about the 
empowering message that Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. gave to all. “Because 
of one man’s courageous efforts for civil 
liberties and his dedication to the church, 
I have become inspired to lead, as he led, 
and to also stay active, as he had once 
done,” said Escobar.
Kaj “Deborah” Kayij ’05 related Dr. 
King’s message to her personal life. “At 
a young age, I had the misfortune of 
encountering the power of prejudice. At 
a young age, I was taught to dislike my 
ethnicity. At a young age, I found myself 
needing to prove my worth. My father 
always talked to us about Martin Luther 
King Jr., this great man who lived his 
life fighting for freedom and equality and 
who died because of the changes he had 
made and those he was trying to 
accomplish. These stories gave me hope 
and inspired me to become the person 
that I am today,” said Kayij.
As candles were lit by Mike Chiu ’04, 
Alexis Burgos ’04, and Jennifer Klinger 
’05, seventeen students participated in a 
reenactment of the “I Have a Dream 
Speech.”
While the remarks were an important 
component of the evening, the night 
highlighted the arts, also. Special Guest 
sang a soulful rendition of U2’s “MLK,” 
as Autumne Montague ’03 and Paige 
Parks ’03 danced in front of the group. 
Adetola Abiade ’95 also sang a solo and 
led the participants in to “Lift Ev’ry 
Voice and Sing” and “We Shall 
Overcome.”
“It was moving. It was wonderful to 
see the place full, and I really liked the 
reenactment of the ‘I Have a Dream 
Speech.’ The sad thing about (the 
speech) is that there is a lot of it that is 
all too true today,” commented Keith 
Lewison ’02.
Other students were also happy with 
the evening. “I think it was a really great 
turnout. I really enjoyed it. We do it 
every year, but this year it was really 
beautiful in the chapel,” said Montague.
Treat Your Heart to a
Blood Pressure Screening
Wednesday, February 13 
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Slavin Quiet Dining Room
Free:
Blood Pressure 
Literature 
A Valentine Flower
Sponsored by the Student Health Center and the Department of
Human Resources
Attention 
FINANCIAL AID APPLICANTS 
MARCH 15, 2002 
Is the deadline for filing your RENEWAL 
FORM OR FREE APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL 
AND STUDENT AID FORM (FAFSA).
This form must be in the processing center by 
the above date to be considered on time.
LATE APPLICANTS WILL BE REVIEWED AFTER ALL 
ON-TIME APPLICANTS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED 
IF FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE.
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PC part of nationwide Fr. Gumbert- Continued from page 3 -
trend in rising grades
- Continued from page 2 -
want our students to learn what we teach. 
We emphasize the importance of 
meeting the objectives laid out in our 
courses, because we don’t want teachers 
who can’t teach, any more than you 
would want a surgeon operating on you 
[who didn’t know what he was doing].” 
Dr. Ryan also said the figures relating to 
GRE test results may not be entirely 
accurate — she said that it would depend 
on whether students were actually 
education majors who became certified 
teachers or if they were individuals who 
enrolled in the courses independently. 
Dr. Ryan acknowledged that in the past 
some institutions may have been 
somewhat lax in their grading policies 
of education majors. However, she said, 
“[Education] students nationwide are 
held to the very highest standards. This 
is consistent across the states, and [lower 
standards] are certainly not the case 
today.”
On the contrary, Dr. Colby said that 
such disparities as those between course 
grades and GRE scores cause him to 
believe that grade inflation is a 
significant problem at Providence 
College. Dr. Raymond, Colby’s co­
researcher in the grade analysis, agreed. 
He also pointed out that this issue is not 
just confined to the PC campus, and 
offered a possible reason for its 
occurrence outside of grade inflation. 
“This is not PC’s problem alone. Several 
articles have appeared recently which 
have indicated that the decrease in 
science majors at our colleges and 
universities may be related to this 
disparity,” he stated.
Dr. Colby also offered some 
personal speculation as to the root cause 
of this nationwide trend. “As the price 
of education has gone up [over the last 
two decades], people want more value 
for their money, and value is measured 
in grades.” Colby said the consumer 
mentality which manifests itself through 
much of American society affects 
academia with no less force. He also 
suggested that some students have 
learned that faculty evaluations by 
students, used by some colleges in their 
tenure process, can be used as a club over 
the heads of some professors who would 
otherwise be more judicious in awarding 
higher grades.
Colby also offered some suggestions 
as to what he personally would do if he 
was in an academic administrative 
position and had significant evidence 
pointing to the existence of grade 
inflation. “Its pretty simple,” he said. 
“You’re not going to do anything by fiat. 
I’d begin by studying what other people 
and other colleges [are saying and doing 
about grade inflation].” Colby said he 
would then write a position paper stating 
that credible evidence existed that there 
was a problem with grade inflation. He 
would then ask every department to do 
a self-examination of courses, and a self 
assessment of grading criteria.
He said he would also invite the 
chairs of departments with disprop 
ortionately high grades into his office for 
a discussion, where he would ask them 
to take the issue very seriously. He 
would also ask the chairs to provide him 
with an analysis report and explanations 
for why their department had such 
disproportionately high grades. He 
admitted that departments that remained 
obstinate and failed to refute the grade 
inflation charge would require that some 
other action be taken by his 
administration. However, Colby highly 
stressed the importance of collegiality 
and good leadership in working against 
grade inflation.
Professor Raymond also 
offered his opinion on how grade 
inflation could be solved. “I think that a 
first step to rectifying both the inflation 
and disparity issues would be the 
presentation of summary statistics on 
grade distributions by department to the 
faculty for their consideration. Both the 
administration and the faculty will have 
to press hard to rectify the situation.” He 
also pointed out that if the negative grade 
distribution that currently exists in higher 
education returned to more normal 
levels, “ Students will also have to face 
the reality that grading will be stiffer.”
Both Dr. Raymond and Dr. Colby are 
adamant about the significance of the 
trend of rising grades. “I think that the 
disparity among departments in grade 
assignment is the greatest student 
disservice,” said Raymond. Colby also 
expressed dismay, in no uncertain terms. 
“I would not be passive about this. There 
are serious consequences to grade 
inflation. It is discounting the quality of 
education. We are not only making 
mediocrity the norm, but celebrating it 
as achievement.”
Award at the university.
Now having been at PC for almost 
ten years, Fr. Gumbert is “still trying to 
build the [film program]” at the College 
and is happy at his success thus far. He 
is getting back to his work by making 
his first film since school, which he 
hopes to finish this spring. Entitled “The 
Cross and Sickle,” the film is a 
documentary about the people who 
suffered under Communism in 
Czechoslovakia. While on sabbatical 
last year, Fr. Gumbert traveled to the 
Czech Republic and shot footage for his 
film with a digital camera he purchased 
through the CAFR grant he received 
from the school.
Gumbert has also written a 
screenplay for a horror movie entitled 
Deep In, as well as a pilot of an animated 
television series called Gospel Grandma. 
When speaking about his own 
cinematic tastes, Fr. Gumbert states that 
he loves horror movies, especially 
Carrie, the Halloween series and the 
Scream series. Some of his other favorite 
films include Blue Velvet and Orson 
Welles’s A Touch of Evil. As far as recent 
movies are concerned, Fr. Gumbert 
loved Vanilla Sky. “I thought it was very 
daring,” he said, “Very personal and very 
telling.” He was also impressed with the 
Christian imagery in Lord of the Rings.
For students interested in 
filmmaking, Fr. Gumbert says, “Why 
not?” His one piece of advice for 
students is “to do it and not talk about 
it.” He warns that it is “hard to translate 
an idea visually,” so taking classes is 
recommended.
Fr. Gumbert continues to paint and 
take photos, but mostly he is thrilled to 
be at Providence College. “[I feel it is] 
a privilege and gift to teach and to be 
able to be creative as a Dominican 
priest,” he said.
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StudentLife    
by Shawna Hassett ’03
News Staff
Credit cards can seem like magic to 
those unfamiliar with plastic’s affixed 
terms and stipulations. However, the 
dangers of potential credit card debt are 
more serious than most would like to 
admit. The average student credit card 
debt rose from $ 1,879 in 1998 to $2,748 
in 2000, according to a survey conducted 
by student-loan company Nellie Mae.
According to the 2001 national 
survey by the Public Interest Research 
Group (P1RG, www.truth- 
aboutcredit.org), credit card companies 
have aggressively increased marketing 
in the last six years. The average 
household gets eight offers a month and 
the average debt reached an all time high 
in 2000 at $5, 610. The result is that the 
companies are making larger profits. 
Major companies netted $20 billion in 
2000 compared to $7.3 billion in 1995.
In keeping with their hard line 
approach, credit card companies have 
vigorously promoted cards to college 
students because teenagers are a valuable 
market. Industry research shows that 
young consumers tend to stay loyal to 
their first card.
Nellie Mae, the loan agency, found 
that 78% of students in 2000 possessed 
at least one major credit card, and 
undergrads with cards carried an average 
balance of $2,748. Half of students with 
cards didn’t pay balances in full every 
month.
One of the suggestions by the PIRG 
for successful money management is to 
be sure that balances are paid in full 
every billing period. They also advise 
shopping around when deciding on 
credit cards, reading the fine print, 
carrying only one or two major cards, 
and not using the full available credit 
line.
Elizabeth Holland, ’03, carries two 
major credit cards for security and 
convenience. “I initially got one because 
I was traveling, and it was easier when I 
was abroad. Now I have them because 
they are just convenient and easy to use.” 
“I’ve never been in any financial 
trouble,” Holland continued. “I’ve
Getting
carded
always paid my balances in full tmd on 
time.”
Credit card companies contact 
students by soliciting over the phone, 
with pamphlets, or by vending. The 
policy at PC, however, is to limit credit 
card vending to prevent students from 
encountering financial problems.
Sharon Hay, the Director of the 
S.A.I.L. Office said, “We made a 
conscious decision a number of years 
ago not to have many vending 
opportunities for credit card companies. 
At least in the last six years, only the 
Providence College credit card through 
MBNA bank has been offered on 
campus.”
According to Hay, this card is offered 
in the campus bookstore to allow 
students the option of carrying a credit 
card. “We limit vending because we are 
mindful that some students get into 
debt,” Hay said. .
Other universities have had serious 
problems with the vast number of credit 
card vending that occurs on campus. 
Oftentimes student groups on campus 
use credit card companies as fund raising 
ventures. However, the number of 
students graduating in debt has caused 
student concern.
Justin Mills, the student body 
president of the University of Kansas 
stated, “We would like to see some of 
the groups who do use the credit-card 
vendors for fund raising use some of their 
profits to start educational forums on 
campus. We want to find more creative 
ways to raise money.”
Although PC has strict limitations on 
credit card vending, the companies still 
attempt to reach students via the phone. 
However, Carmine Piscopo, Manager of 
Telecommunications, ensures that 
student and faculty phone numbers are 
not released or sold to anyone.
“We don’t send them out anywhere,” 
Piscopo said. “We own the numbers, and 
we bdTifive they are private information. 
We don’t even allow the switchboard to 
give out numbers. They connect people 
but never release numbers. We respect 
your privacy.”
Money management seminars or a 
financial education program could 
possibly reduce student ignorance and 
angst concerning credit cards. Several 
colleges and universities have 
implemented such programs to benefit 
and educate students. Ohio State 
University uses finance and business 
majors as advisors to fellow students on 
money management. Eddie Pauline, 
Student Government president at Ohio 
State said of the program, “It was an 
educational initiative that would provide 
money-management education for 
students. The resolution passed 
unanimously because a lot of senators 
said they were in debt.”
According to “The Plastic Invasion,” 
an article in Student Leader Magazine, 
credit card companies have started 
working with campus leaders to halt the 
mounting number of students in debt. 
MasterCard publishes a “Money Talks” 
brochure that stresses differences 
between ATM cards, debit cards, and 
credit cards, provides a budgeting 
worksheet, and describes credit history.
MasterCard also started the “Are You 
Credit Wise?” campaign that trains 
student interns to become peer educators 
and hold workshops throughout the year. 
Discover offers “How Credit Cards 
Work” at their website 
(www2.discovercard.com/student/ 
credit.html) which covers basic 
vocabulary and rules.
Currently, PC does not have any 
financial education programs, but it 
could be a possibility for the future. 
Steven Muzrall ’02, the President of 
Student Congress, said, “We don't have 
one now, but that might be a good idea.” 
According to Hay, there is financial 
information concerning credit cards and 
debt at all new student orientation 
programs.
Useful information about credit cards 
can be found at sites such as 
www.studentcredit.comj
www.bankrate.com, and credit-cards- 
for-students.com.
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by Jay Higgins ’03
World Editor
Not too long ago, college students 
graduating had signing bonuses, fat sala­
ries and perks like company cars and 
foosball tables to look forward after re­
ceiving their diploma. However, with the 
state the economy is in now, student ex­
pectations have been severely lowered 
and alternative post-graduation plans 
have been sought.
At a Rutgers University Jan. 2001 job 
fair, it hosted 247 employers and 2,650 
job candidates. For 2002, the number of 
employers dropped to 178- a 29 percent 
decline- but jobseekers swelled to 4,887.
Rutgers' experience seems to be re­
flected nationwide. A survey of employ­
ers released last month by the National 
Association of Colleges and Employers 
showed that they expected to hire ap­
proximately 20 percent fewer new col­
lege graduates this year than last.
Linda Ernst, Providence College’s 
Assistant Director of Career Service for 
Seniors/ Recruiting echoed the same sen­
timents. “Most companies that come 
back year after year here, are in fact re­
turning- although some just have less 
opportunites.”
Those who feel the job market is too 
tight for them and feel as if Graduate
No job, no problem
Seniors search for opportunities
GOOGLE
“So., what are you gonna do after graduation?” Many seniors are trying to 
figure out their next move after receiving their diploma.
School is the safe haven for them may 
be in for some bad news- you’ll have to 
get into one first. Graduate schools are 
reporting whopping increases in appli­
cations. American University in Wash­
ington, D.C., for example, is seeing a 70 
percent increase for its School of Inter­
national Service and a 50 percent in­
crease for its School of Public Affairs. 
At Lehigh University in Pennsylvania, 
undergraduate student interest in law 
school is up 30 percent.
From what is considered a backlash 
between a bad economy and a response 
to Sept. 11, student interest in Public 
Service is up. Many more students are 
asking for contacts in government and 
non-profits than we've ever seen before," 
said Donna Goldfeder, Lehigh's direc­
tor of career services. "I don't think that 
comes from just the attitude that there's 
nothing available, I think it comes partly 
from wanting to give back."
The typical college graduate is torn 
between two mentalities. One is a 
healthy and optimistic one. “It's almost
after graduation
as if students have resigned themselves 
to the fact that the job market isn't so 
great,” said Hing, an associate director 
of career services for Rice University in 
Houston. “They are saying, ‘I might as 
well travel, or go to grad school.’ It's an 
ironic thing that in the really hot job 
market we had, the sense of urgency was 
more heightened. The idea was, ‘every­
one is getting a great job, what's wrong 
with me.’ In a low market, they are say­
ing, ‘OK, I am not the only one out here. 
It's all right."
However, for most, anxiety has set in. 
"Some students are just in disbelief," said 
Alice-Kay Hilderbrand, director of stu­
dent development at Ohio Northern Uni­
versity. “Because their friend got a job 
with a big salary and a $10,000 bonus 
two years ago, they think that’s what 
they're going to get." Unfortunately 
when they are out looking for jobs, this 
is not occurring, and as a result, people 
are looking elsewhere for career oppor­
tunities.
Not all news is bad however. Accord­
ing to Ernst, some industries are “reces­
sion-proof,” such as pharmicists and 
teachers. Government jobs are also in 
demand with many government work­
ers are nearing retirement. Regardless, 
work experience such as internships 
combined with a little bit of luck has 
helped some seniors battle these post 
graduate blues.
For Mike Mottola ’02, he is going to 
make the most out of a bad economy. 
“I’m going to travel after school, prob­
ably Italy. Maybe I will find better luck 
getting a job there.”
Sources: Bostonglobe.com, abcnews.com
Earthquake rocks Turkey
by Bill Schmidt ’03
World Staff
An earthquake rocked a rural 
area of central Turkey Sunday, toppling 
many buildings and killing at least 45 
people and injuring hundreds more. The 
earthquake, which registered a 
magnitude of 6 on the Richter Scale, was 
far less powerful than the pair of 
earthquakes that killed 18,000 people in 
northwest Turkey three years ago.
The epicenter of the latest 
quake was Sultandagi, a small town 
where many people work in the 
government-controlled poppy industry 
some 125 miles south of the capital, 
Ankara. “It was very powerful, I could 
not stand up,” said Ramazan Seker, who 
waited as rescuers hunted for his brother, 
who was believed to be under rubble. “I 
was only able to find my way out by 
touching my hands against the walls.”
Workers pulled bodies out of 
the rubble, using shovels and earth­
removing machines. By evening, the 
government said the death toll was not 
expected to rise by many.
The most seriously damaged 
buildings were shops and state offices, 
which would have normally been packed 
during the week but were fortunately 
closed because it was Sunday.
Many people were injured after 
jumping from windows and balconies 
out of fear that their buildings would 
collapse on them, state television 
reported. Turks, whose nation lies atop 
a major fault, live in constant fear of 
powerful earthquakes.
At one hospital, doctors rushed 
patients into the gardens outside out of 
fear that aftershocks may have collapsed 
the building. Dozens of aftershocks, the 
strongest with a magnitude of 5.3, rattled 
the area. Scared residents decided it 
would be safer to sleep outdoors, where 
the overnight temperature was expected 
fall to reach 23 F, rather than to risk being 
crushed by their own homes. “We’ve lit 
a fire. We’re going to sleep in the street,” 
said Rukiye Gokyuz, a 60-year-old 
woman.
The government, which has 
been accused in the past of reacting too 
slowly to natural disasters, immediately 
responded by sending out military 
personnel, 3,000 blankets and 1,000 tents 
to the region. Troops began setting up 
tent cities to house the homeless.
Convoys continued to haul supplies 
and housing to the region on Monday 
afternoon.
Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit and 
several other Cabinet ministers inspected 
the disaster site, urging people to stay 
outside their damaged homes for safety 
reasons. “The state is working with all 
its strength to minimize the pain and 
sorrow of our citizens,” he said.
The government shut down 
schools in the area for the week, and
Residents look at the wreckage of an eight-story apartment building which 
collapsed due to last week’s earthquake.
authorities in Sultandagi allowed locals 
to make free phone calls to panicking 
relatives outside the area, but the aid was 
still too little for many spending the night 
huddled under tarpaulins in the back of 
farmtrailers.
“I’ve got a family of 17, and 
we’ve got nothing,” said one angry 
resident of the village of Cobanlar who 
complained help had not arrived fast 
enough.
Sources: ABCNEWS.com, 
MSNBC.com
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Proof of life: American journalist captured
by Beth Holland ’03
World Staff
The fate of American reporter 
Daniel Pearl remains uncertain two 
weeks after his abduction in Pakistan. A 
columnist for The Wall Street Journal, 
Pearl was investigating possible links 
between shoe-bomber Richard Reid and 
Islamic fundamentalist groups.
Pearl had been trying to obtain an 
interview with Sheik Mubarak Ali Shah 
Gilani, the leader of a small militant 
group linked to Osama Bin Laden, when 
he was abducted in the crime ridden 
southern city of Karachi on January 23.
On Jan. 27, an email was sent to news 
organizations by the kidnappers, saying 
that reporter Daniel Pearl has been 
kidnapped. Traced to a free email 
account, "kidnapperguy@hotmail,” the 
email says that if conditions are 
improved for detainees at Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba then “we will better the 
conditions of Mr. Pearl and all the other 
Americans that we capture.” Along with 
a picture of Pearl with a gun to his head, 
the email accuses Pearl of working for 
the CIA. The CIA insists that Pearl does 
not work for them.
Two days later Wall Street Journal 
Editor Paul Steiger responded, saying 
“Danny Pearl has no ability to change 
the policies of the U.S. Government of 
the Government of Pakistan. Nor do I.” 
He went on to write “keeping Danny will 
not alter U.S. government policy or 
accomplish your goals...Therefore, I 
would ask that you release Danny so that 
he may return home safe to his wife and 
soon-to-be-bom child.”
On Jan. 30 another email and picture 
were sent. It accused Pearl of working 
for the Mossad, the Israeli intelligence 
service, and threatened to execute him 
in 24 hours unless ransom demands are 
met. The email also warns other 
American journalists to stay out of 
Pakistan, or run the risk of becoming 
targets.
The next day an unsigned email says  
the kidnappers would extepd their 
deadline for another 24 hours. “If 
America will not meet our demands, we 
will kill Daniel?’ Unless their demands 
are met, the email threatens: “the 
Amrikans will get that they deserve. 
Don’t think this will be the end of. It is 
the beginning and it is a real war on 
Amrikans.”
On Feb. 1, another e-mail was sent, 
this time from a different address, 
claiming Pearl had been killed and his 
body dumped in a cemetery. In a 
contradictory move, new demands for $2 
million dollars in exchange for Pearl 
were made. A body found outside of 
Karachi has been confirmed not to be 
that of Daniel Pearl. Authorities have 
also searched an eastern Karachi 
neighborhood from where they believed 
genuine e-mails may have been sent.
The next day Steiger said he believed 
Pearl is alive and asked the kidnappers 
to “demonstrate that Danny remains 
alive. They can do this by providing us
YAHOO
Debate on whether reporter Daniel Pearl is still alive in Afghanistan still goes on.
with a photo of Danny holding today’s 
newspaper.” Pearl’s wife Mariane wrote 
a letter asking the kidnappers to “have 
the courage to actually take the first step 
to end this cycle of suffering.” A 
suspicious email saying “Pearl is (may 
be) alive,” is thought by Pakistani 
officials to be a hoax.
Pakistani officials as well as the FBI 
consider Islamic extremists, especially 
Harkat ul-Mujahedeen, as the most likely 
suspects in Pearl’s abduction. But they 
also are examining whether Karachi’s 
murky criminal underworld was 
involved and have expanded the 
investigation to all four of Pakistan’s 
provinces.
“We continue to believe that Danny 
is alive,” said Steve Goldstein, a vice 
president of Dow Jones & Co., the 
Journal’s owner.
Sources: msnbc.com, Time, cnn.com
Nightmare in Nigeria results in 100 confirmed deaths
by Ben Downing ’03
World Staff
Nigerian soldiers kicked in 
doors and interrogated kneeling 
suspects at gunpoint Tuesday in 
a hunt for those behind four 
days of tribal clashes that have 
left at least 100 dead in Lagos, 
Nigeria's biggest city.
Authorities in the city of 10 
million suggested that clashes 
between gangs wielding bows 
and arrows, guns and machetes 
might have been engineered to 
create instability in an attempt 
to restore military rule.
Pitted against each other in 
the violence are Nigeria's main 
tribes and old rivals for power - 
- Hausas whose origins lie in the 
mainly Muslim north and 
Yorubas from the more heavily
A soldier interrogates a woman in Lagos, Nigeria. AHO°
Christian and animist southwest 
around Lagos.
“As of now you can say 100 
have been confirmed dead. 
About 430 have been 
wounded," Nigerian Red Cross 
President Emmanuel Ijewere 
told Reuters as he helped bring 
some 3,000 people who fled the 
ramshackle district to a tempo­
rary camp. After a few hours of 
calm, some residents returned to 
check whether their homes had 
been burned and to rescue what 
possessions they could. But 
troops ordered them to leave 
again quickly. Gunshots rang 
out occasionally and armed 
youths darted for cover at the 
approach of army and police 
patrols. The stench of rotting 
and burned flesh hung in the air, 
as dozens of charred bodies lit­
tered the streets.
The violence was the latest 
blow to the polluted and crime- 
ridden city of Lagos, which is 
still recovering from explosions 
at an army weapons depot that 
led to the deaths of at least 1,000 
people last week. “We pray that 
security forces will be around 
for at least one month so that 
normalcy will return," local car­
penter Mohammed Sabitu told 
the Reuters news agency. Oth­
ers, however, were returning to 
collect whatever remained in 
their burned out, looted homes.
Radio Nigeria reported that 
all schools in the city had been 
closed to stop children from 
being caught up in any further 
violence. Reports also said se­
curity had been heightened in 
the northern city of Kano, where 
revenge attacks are feared. The 
escalation of tribal warfare is a 
stirring reminder of those who 
are forced to deal with terror­
ism on a daily basis throughout 
the world.
Sources: yahoonews.com, 
bostonglobe, com
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Students: Congress or progress?
Fall semester in review; higher hopes for the spring
Steve Muzrall ’02, Mark Moses ’02, and Maureen O’Reardon ’02 
conduct a Student Congress meeting.
by Erin Simmeth ’03
Asst. Commentary Editor
This is my challenge to Student 
Congress: do something.
Okay, Congress does some things. 
Without Congress, Rugby wouldn’t have 
uniforms, Seniors wouldn’t have Senior 
Nights, and April wouldn’t have 
Christmas. But when you start looking 
at the real issues affecting the lives of 
PC students, Congress is often nowhere 
to be seen. According to its website, 
Student Congress is meant to represent 
students “in all facets of college life.” 
Yet the Congress seems to fall short of 
this goal, forgetting bout the “college” 
part and getting stuck on just “life.” 
Whether the restraints on Student 
Congress are external or self-imposed is 
hard to say, but its result is a superficial 
and inefficient Congress that leaves 
students feeling powerless.
Like many groups at the College, the 
Student Congress suffers from financial 
restrictions, as well as the influence of a 
conservative administration. However, 
part of the problem stems from the 
student representatives themselves, who 
are tentative to take on controversy or 
tackle challenging schoolwide problems. 
“We hold ourselves back,” claims 
Muzrall. “We say we don’t want to get 
involved in that right now, and we get 
carried away by what affects us here and 
now.”
Congress did take action last semester 
by approving the charter for SHEPARD, 
PC’s organization for “stopping 
homophobia.” Its creation was certainly 
a step forward for the school. However, 
credit is not simply due to the members 
of Congress who signed on the charter, 
but rather to those students who put time 
and effort into creating an acceptable 
constitution for the groundbreaking 
organization. Congress also educated 
off-campus students about the PC Bill, 
in hopes of improving the relationship 
between students and their off-campus 
neighbors. According to Muzrall, the 
rest of their energy was spent “framing 
issues” for this semester’s action.
At this semester’s first meeting of the 
Student Congress, Becky Ramos, an 
expert from Telecommunications, was 
on hand to answer our representatives’ 
questions. The woman was peppered 
with pressing concerns such as, “Why 
can’t we get HBO?” and “How do you 
get virus protection on your computer?”, 
turning this portion of the meeting into 
a technical-support session. Amidst 
complaints about lost work and 
malfunctioning printers, some relevant 
issues were submerged, namely the 
qualification of Help Desk workers (who 
are generally “trained” by a brief packet 
of frequently asked questions) and 
overcrowding in the labs. If the creativity 
and originality of dedicated 
representatives is regularly smothered by 
the petty gripes of an inert majority, it is 
no wonder that Congress is chasing its 
tail.
Muzrall expects to see Congress 
move forward on issues discussed last 
semester, such as the creation of a 
centralized group for multicultural 
students, increasing security lighting, 
analyzing student complaints about the 
Study Abroad process, and co-operating 
with the Faculty Senate on the Honors 
Proposal to increase the grade 
requirement for academic honors. These 
are good ambitions for Congress, and if 
these goals are achieved, I will happily 
eat my words. Perhaps it would be too 
much to expect of-this Congress 
additional consideration of more 
controversial issues, such as increasing 
Martin Luther King scholarships, or 
taking a strong position on our rights to 
sports facilities or to modify lab and
At the moment, 
Student Congress is 
capable of handling 
quality of life issues 
and catering to our 
highly demanding 
social life.
library hours. However, after witnessing 
Congress’s trivial successes of the past 
few semesters, it seems unlikely that our 
representatives will be able to maintain 
the impulsion necessary for a truly 
proactive semester.
At the moment, Student Congress is 
capable of handling quality of life issues 
and catering to our highly demanding 
social life. However, for those students 
who would like to see their 
representatives discussing something 
other than the theme for the upcoming 
Junior Night, Congress must step up to 
the plate and not shrink back from 
swinging at the bigger issues. When a 
representative does bring up a real 
student concern, it must not be lost in a 
sea of complaints, or underhandedly 
swept away by the administration’s 
passive-aggressive posturing.
A new semester ought to bring new 
movement in Student Congress towards 
carrying out some of last fall’s plans. The 
leadership is there for a dynamic 
semester, but the Congress will not 
escape its usual inertia without 
unification around causes in which the 
student body and their representatives 
have real faith. In order for Student 
Congress to be taken seriously, it must 
take itself seriously first. Perhaps this 
kind of student initiative is unlikely here, 
but unless our representatives challenge 
this overall apathy, we will never know 
otherwise.
A cappella clubs:
Let ’em sing (and make their own mistakes)
by Ben Ahlstrom ’04
Guest Commentary
Music is about beauty.
It is about passion and love, and 
sometimes pain and lament. When 
practiced by amateurs, it is about 
dedication, struggle, and desire. Among 
the ranks of professionals, music is a 
mixture of art and science. 
Unfortunately, it is also about popularity, 
money, and achievement for some 
people.
At any level, success in music boils 
down to one’s ability to make mistakes— 
and make them gracefully. In a Cowl 
article dated Jan. 31, 2002, it was 
revealed that the Providence College 
Music Department had decided to 
legislate on dedication, struggle, and 
desire as membership in the College’s a 
capella groups was restricted for the first 
time. In doing so, the department has 
deprived their students, perhaps 
inadvertently, of freedom to learn and 
yes, freedom to make mistakes.
In trying to keep students’ voices 
fresh and full of life, the Music 
Department may actually limit their 
students’ success at the end of the day. 
While professional musicians, such as 
those making up the department’s 
faculty, routinely take on extra work in 
the form of solo and ensemble
PETE TAVIS ’04/The Cowl
Special Guest, due to limited time in Siena, practices last week in a dorm room.
appearances in New England and across 
the country without any restrictions, their 
students have legislation placed upon 
their heads. A proponent of the policy 
might say that students “don’t know their 
limits.” I would counter by saying, “You 
are exactly correct.” However, under this 
new policy, students will be dispossessed 
of one opportunity for learning their 
personal limit.
Yet, the educational quality of choice 
is not the only reason why the new Music 
Department policy to restrict a capella 
group membership is dangerous. A 
department the size of that at Providence 
College depends on its students, both 
majors and non-majors, to perform an 
ambitious schedule of concerts and 
performances. This challenge is met by 
a body of students seeking experience, 
often without a chance of reward in the 
form of a grade, meal, or thanks, who 
take on hectic performing schedules in 
addition to their regular coursework. 
Often it means skipping meals, sleep, 
and study, even during exam week. 
Policies that alienate students by stifling 
desire and opportunity may result in a 
lack of goodwill and participation that 
would be detrimental to the Music 
Department and the college community.
Perhaps there is a larger issue to be 
seen here. The most dangerous aspect 
of this policy may be its precedent. It 
restricts the freedom of students by 
taking away choices. I believe that this 
school has a sufficiency of policies, 
requirements, and regulations, and the 
freedom of choice for students should 
be strictly guarded at risk of becoming 
an accredited four-year institution of 
babysitting. Admittedly, as students, we 
all make mistakes. However, I believe 
the risk of a few fatigued voices is worth 
taking to ensure that a greater good is 
protected.
Mistakes will be made at Providence 
College. It seems students do not become 
infallible prior to earning their Ph.D.’s.
The Cowl
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Tangents and Tirades
Football and war, politics and football, smoking, and... football—all the things that 
matter. Though you’re sleeping through class, you’ll still know all that’s happening.
There’s no “lose” in T-E-A-M In a time where the public must witness petty disputes over million-dollar contracts and 
unsportsman-like behavior from its professional athletes, it was refreshing to see the teamwork exhibited by the New England 
Patriots during the Super Bowl. Even more refreshing was the fact that this teamwork and humility was rewarded with 
success. I have never had any great loyalty for any professional sports team, as I have never found the institution of professional 
athletics to warrant admiration. After Sunday’s game, I can honestly say that I might not be quite so cynical in the future. 
—Stephanie Pietros ’04
Don’t exactly take her word for 
it Hillary Clinton has been 
spotted giving fundraising 
speeches for the Democratic 
candidate in the Iowa guber­
natorial race, sparking speculation 
over the always-denied 
presidential run. Hopefully a 
recent poll is right—and she 
won’t run. Marist College’s 
Institute for Public Opinion finds 
that about 25 percent of voters 
predict that Hillary will run in 
2004 and 65 percent hope she 
does not. Though public opinion 
is firmly behind her staying in 
New York (a key factor for any 
Clinton politician/weathervane), 
voters should not count on her 
keeping her word. Not only has 
she proved adept at turning $1000 
investments in cattle futures into 
an honest $100,000 gain, but she 
has a penchant for planning big 
projects like this in secret (see 
failed health care plan).
—Dave Holman ’03
At last, all that is good and 
sacred and holy has triumphed.
YAHOO NEWS
“So how’d you like the Lincoln Bedroom?” Hillary Clinton 
denies a 2004 presidential campaign.
Truth has prevailed. Fate has not
only smiled down upon the New England Patriots and their fans, but it has smiled down upon the nation. Finally, America’s 
team has stolen the spotlight in America’s defining cultural event. Say what you want about Derek Jeter and company. They 
are really pretty and I am sure that they are all nice guys, but the high-priced Hollywood Yankees do not represent American 
ideals in the same way that baseball is not America’s pastime. We appreciate and admire those who give their blood, sweat and 
tears in the name of accomplishing a goal. That’s the way we roll in the good ol’ U.S.A. Toughness and teamwork are the 
hallmarks of the American philosophy and they manifest themselves in every football game. The Patriots are the best team in 
football because they are the toughest, most unified team in football, period. When General Belichick marches the troops back 
to town, give them a full-fledged, heart-felt salute. Because of them, we can all die now without saying that the Good Lord 
gypped us. —John McHugh ’03
A time for accuracy The Feb. 4 issue of Time contains an ad for The Time Almanac 2002 that gives five examples of 
questions that can be answered by the aforementioned book. One of them is “What three things did pop-star Madonna do in 
2001?”, to which the purported answer is “Got married, had a baby, and mounted a world tour ” Now I know little about 
Madonna and care about her even less, but I was vaguely sure that the first two events took place in 2000. Sure enough, the 
Internet reveals that Madonna gave birth to Rocco Ritchie on Aug. 11, 2000, and married Guy Ritchie on Dec. 22, 2000. As 
I have said, it is not Madonna that matters, but the principle. If Time can mess up a factoid in a giant ad about an extremely 
well-known figure, what in their magazine can I trust? Maybe computer engineering is not the fastest-growing occupation in 
the U.S., as the same ad claims. Doesn’t anyone have fact checkers anymore? —James Kabala ’02
Cowl Letters Policy
Not exactly a different perspective Providence College’s in-house newsletter, Spectrum, announced a new commentary 
feature this week called “Perspective.” It’s comforting to see that there will be a box and a graphic to differentiate Spectrum 
news from commentary, as I have always had a difficult time distinguishing it myself. Knowing that this feature and the 
Spectrum will always carry the same “perspective” (the official one), at least the Providence College community receives fair 
warning in the subtitle “The Newspaper For Providence College,” as opposed to the newspaper o/Providence College.
—Dave Holman ’03
The Cowl welcomes guest commentar­
ies and Letters to the Editor from all mem­
bers of the Providence College community, 
as well as outside contributiors.
All submissions must include the writer’s 
name, signature, and a phone number where 
they can be reached. Articles will be printed 
as space permits. Letters should be no more 
than 250 words in length. Guest commen­
taries should be limited to 700 words in 
length and only one will be published per 
week. The Cowl editorial board and its ad­
ministrative supervisors reserve the right to 
edit articles and letters for space and clar­
ity.
However, if there is a portion you spe­
cifically wish to remain unchanged, please 
inform the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the 
Editor are the opinions of the writer only 
and do not reflect the viewpoint of The Cowl 
staff.
Submissions must be delivered, mailed 
or faxed to The Cowl office no later than 5 
p.m. on the Monday before publication. Mail 
submissions to Box 2981 Providence, RI 
02918, fax to 401-865-1202, submit online 
at www.thecowl.com, e-mail to 
thecowl @providence.edu, or hand deliver to 
The Cowl Office in Slavin 104A. Call 401- 
865-2214 with any questions.
How come cigarettes are not sold anywhere on campus? We can understand PC not selling condoms, as the Catholic 
Church is against them. However, there is nothing in Catholic Church teachings about the evils of smoking. Providence 
College claims to be a smoke-free campus. At the same time, PC dormitories have designated smoking floors and ashtrays are 
located throughout the campus. If you can go into the bookstore and basically buy anything and its mother, then how come 
you can’t get a pack of Ultra Lights? Stuarts sells alcohol to students of age, so why not cigarettes? Save us addicts from the 
horrors of late night trips to 7-11 and give us our nicotine!
—Dave Quinn ’04 and Amanda Zoller ’04 (Uncle Jesse and Aunt Rebecca)
Adopting a good position The American Academy of Pediatrics stated this week that they support full adoption rights for 
both partners of a same-sex marriage. This is a major breakthrough for people involved in same-sex marriages and their 
children, as it entitles them to all of the rights that heterosexual couples receive regarding children, such as health care 
benefits, child support, custody and visitation rights if the couple should separate, and Social Security survivor benefits. This 
is also important since it makes a firm statement to America that it has been proven by reliable sources that children of same- 
sex marriages are as healthy and well 
adjusted, both physically and mentally, 
as children of heterosexual partnerships.
—Sasha Gillin ’04
Weekly Subscription Rate is $25.00 per 
year by mail. Student subscription is 
included in tuition fee. Correspondence 
can be mailed directly to : The Cowl, 
Providence College, Providence, Rhode 
Island 02918.
Rock 
letters 
and online 
links, 
www.the
cowl.com
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Saudi Arabia and our unholy alliance
by James Kabala ’02
Commentary Staff
Lieutenant Colonel Martha McSally of Rhode 
Island, the Air Force’s highest-ranking female fighter 
pilot, has gained fame in recent months for having sued 
the U.S. Department of Defense in an attempt to end 
the policy requiring female servicewomen in Saudi 
Arabia who leave the base to wear the abaya, a full­
body black robe. McSally asserted that the policy was 
not only sexist but also denied her religious freedom. 
The Defense Department recently ended the policy, 
although they claim that McSally’s lawsuit did not 
influence their decision and say that wearing the abaya 
is still encouraged.
The entire debate has a somewhat ridiculous 
dimension to it. The U.S. has decided to risk the furor 
of the Saudis by ending a policy that greatly 
inconveniences many of our soldiers, but does not 
threaten their lives. At the same time, though, the U.S. 
government has turned and continues to turn a blind 
eye to the persecution of Christians, anti-Semitism, 
barbaric punishments, and severe oppression of women 
in Saudi Arabia. This double standard seems to indicate 
that the U.S. government cares only about its own and 
seems to make the U.S. an exception to the Biblical 
maxim that those who can be trusted in small matters 
can be trusted in large ones as well.
The strangest thing about 
the U.S./Saudi relationship 
is that the U.S. is deriving 
few benefits from it.
Freedom House, one of the world’s most respected 
human rights monitors, matter-of-factly declares that 
“No freedom of religion exists in Saudi Arabia.” 
Legally, everyone in Saudi Arabia is supposed to be a 
Muslim. Anyone who converts from Islam to another 
faith is sentenced to execution by beheading. Women 
are also subject to restrictions which, although not as 
bad as those in Afghanistan under the Taliban, are quite 
onerous. A woman must wear the abaya and needs the 
permission of her husband (or, if she has no husband, 
her oldest male relative, who could be much younger 
than she is) to work, travel, and even to have surgery. 
Colbert King of the Washington Post reports an incident 
in which two women whose veils were briefly blown
YAHOO NEWS
A Saudi man leaves a sexually-segregated McDonald’s in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
off by the wind were hit with a stick by the religious 
police because they briefly showed their faces. Last 
but not least, mention must be made of the Saudi 
practice of amputating body parts as a punishment for 
crime. Some criminals are even “cross amputated,” as 
it is called—they lose their right hand and their left 
foot.
The strangest thing about the U.S./Saudi relationship 
is that the U.S. is deriving few benefits from it. The 
presence of U.S. troops on Saudi soil is said to be one 
of the main things hated by Osama bin Laden, who 
views the ruling House of Saud as corrupt and in 
America’s pocket. Yet the Saudi government has not 
exactly acted like a nation in America’s pocket. It was 
one of the few nations to recognize the Taliban control 
of Afghanistan. Unlike the neighboring nations of 
Bahrain and Oman, Saudi Arabia refused to allow U.S. 
planes to take off for bombing raids in Afghanistan, 
and the Saudi interior minister denounced the U.S. war. 
Many Saudi charities have sent funds to Islamic 
fundamentalist schools in Pakistan that count Taliban 
members among their alumni. The Saudi government 
also played a role in the U.S. decision not to pursue 
Saddam Hussein at the end of the Gulf War, which has 
caused us much trouble since. And, of course, Saudi 
Arabia is a key member of OPEC.
It is not hard to see that this is a lose-lose situation. 
The Osama bin Laden crowd hate us for supporting 
the Saudi government, yet we derive few benefits from 
our alliance. Our main reason for supporting the Saudis 
is to prevent a takeover by a regime hostile to the U.S., 
but as long as we continue to support the corrupt House 
of Saud, hatred for us will only build. We do not want 
a repeat of what happened in Iran.
I am not a professional foreign policy expert. 
Therefore, I do want to end this column by glibly 
saying, “We must get out of Saudi Arabia now,” if those 
more well-versed in the subject believe that it is too 
late to end anti-Americanism and that pulling out will 
lead to a Bin Laden type as leader of the country. It 
seems, however, that we must re-examine our 
relationship with Saudi Arabia. The citizens of 
America’s allies should be able to enjoy the freedoms 
that Martha McSally takes for granted.
Stripes, cellmates, and complimentary heart surgery?
How far should we go to keep inmates healthy?
by Sasha Gillin ’04 
Commentary Staff
When a prison inmate needs medical 
care is it the public’s responsibility to 
go to any length to provide it, no matter 
how expensive? This question was 
partly answered earlier this month when 
an inmate in California received a heart 
transplant at Stanford Medical Center, 
sparking debate about medical ethics all 
around the country.
Doctors made the decision that the 
inmate, serving a four-year sentence for 
a 1996 robbery in Los Angeles, needed 
the heart transplant after repeated 
hospitalizations for a viral heart 
condition. On the day that he was given 
the costly transplant, 4,119 people 
around the country were also waiting for 
a new heart. The transplant sparked an 
angry debate as to whether people who 
have not lived “good lives” by society’s 
standards should get the same treatment 
as those law-abiding citizens who have.
Whether or not we believe that 
someone has led a good life, we cannot 
deny that these people are United States 
citizens first, prisoners second. But even 
more importantly than that, prisoners are 
human beings and deserve the same 
medical attention and considerations as 
any one else in this country.
In 1976, the U.S. Supreme Court 
declared it cruel and unusual punishment 
to withhold medical treatment to 
inmates, no matter what their crime. 
Since then, there have been numerous 
cases of inmates receiving organ 
transplants, although this is the first 
recorded case of a heart transplant. This 
is largely due to the high risk and failure 
rate of these transplants in the past. But 
as a result of the immunosuppressant 
drug cyclosporine, invented in 1983, 
which successfully keeps a body from 
rejecting a transplanted organ, this 
procedure has become more routine in 
past years. Since then the number of 
people requesting heart transplants has 
jumped considerably, the only real 
problem now being the availability of the 
widely sought-after organ.
This is where the debate comes in. 
Some people are on the transplant list 
for years without receiving a heart, while 
others don’t have to wait long at all. Who 
gets the organs depends on a wide variety 
of factors, including the patient’s overall 
health, whether or not they will die 
without the transplant, how they are 
predicted to react to treatment, and where 
they live, among other things. The kind 
of life a person lives, or whether they 
are an inmate, are not considered, and 
rightfully so. Apatient cannot just decide 
that they need a heart transplant and add 
themselves to the list. A committee of
Whether or not we believe that someone has 
led a good life, we cannot deny that these 
people are United States citizens first, 
prisoners second.
doctors at Stanford, not the correctional 
facility, made the decision that the 
prisoner needed the surgery and added 
his name to the list waiting for a donor. 
And when he was next on the list, he 
received his heart and is now recovering 
in a prison medical facility in California.
Angered people around the country 
have brought the extraordinary cost of 
the procedure to the table. While many 
people around the country need various 
organ transplants and are struggling with 
insurance companies to get them, 
prisoners in need of medical attention 
(many of whom would probably not 
have insurance if they were not in jail) 
get it without worry. The heart 
transplant, which is expected to cost 
upwards of $1 million, is paid for by 
taxpayers, many of whom are struggling 
with their own medical bills. Steve 
Lopez of the LA. Times summed up the 
dilemma by saying “You have to wonder 
if a law-abiding, tax-paying citizen drew 
one last breath while Jailhouse Joe was 
getting a second wind.” Yes, you do have 
to wonder this. But the fact that many 
people cannot afford the medical care 
that they need is not going to be fixed 
by denying medical attention to inmates 
who need it just as badly—it will be fixed 
by a national healthcare policy or 
improved Medicare and Medicaid; but 
that’s another article.
It is unfair and unfortunate that 
people across the country cannot be 
provided with the care they need, but it 
is also unfair to try to deny inmates the 
same care. These people may have 
defied the laws of society, but they 
should not be expected to surrender their 
rights as a citizen at the door of the 
prison. This inmate committed a crime 
of robbery and is serving his time. He 
was not sentenced to death, and we 
should not sentence him to that fate 
either.
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Prime-time patience
by Dave Quinn ’04
Asst. A&E Editor
Guns and Roses may have offered the 
best advice when they said, “we all need 
a little patience.” Although, with the 
media today we may be better counseled 
with “welcome to the jungle.” After an 
autumn of turmoil and tragedy, viewers 
took some time to warm up to new 
prime-time shows. Consequently, 
network executives across the board 
were forced to be patient with some still­
promising shows that deserved a chance 
to find an audience.
Finally! The uncharacteristic 
tolerance the networks have displayed 
is a blessing in disguise. Looking back, 
many quality shows have been cancelled 
due to unpopularity. These shows often 
have critical praise, but can’t find their 
places within the network's schedule. 
Most noteworthy is the huge cult hit My 
So-Called Life, which ABC launched in 
theirfall lineup back in 1994 and canned 
after only 19 episodes. Seven years later, 
fans are still up in arms. ABC repeated 
its heartlessness years later, with the 
2000 cancellation of Sports Night, a 
hilarious comedy that suffered from a 
misleading title and a horrible time slot 
(Night had very little to do with sports 
and couldn’t survive up against NBC’s 
powerhouse Thursday night.) Set in high 
school suburbia in 1981, Freaks and 
Geeks was a critical success before it 
ever aired - and deservedly so. But 
NBC’s whimsical scheduling made sure 
that it never stood a chance.
When shows get cancelled, fans aren’t 
left with much. Would Angela have 
stayed with Jordan, or dumped him for 
Brian? Would Rickie have gotten a 
boyfriend? Would we have cared about 
Danielle, ever? We’ll never know. 
Instead, we are only allowed to live 
vicariously through reruns. In the case 
of the above-mentioned Life, MTV 
picked up the show and received huge 
numbers from the airings. A box set of 
the original episodes was even released 
on video. But as much as fans wished, 
the show was still in permanent hiatus. 
No petitions, letters, or even harassing 
phone calls to the network will/would 
change that. Claire Danes now makes 
bad movies.
Most cancellations come too soon. If 
Freaks and Geeks had had more time on 
air, it would have found its audience. Its 
quality would have also developed. For 
example, the smash hit Seinfeld, against 
which many networks measure sitcom 
success, was a flop when it first 
premiered — the jokes were rough, the 
storylines were unfocused, and the 
characters were far from polished. But 
NBC executives believed in it, placing 
it behind then number one hit Cheers, 
and spent time reworking the show. 
Jerry got some new furniture, new 
parents, and even a new best friend (the 
show’s highlight, Elaine). The same 
thing can be said for today’s hits Friends 
and Will and Grace; both shows are 
succeeding currently, but struggled in 
their first seasons. Now, the characters 
are fine-tuned and well grown. The 
chemistry is right and the jokes work. If 
you look at reruns of Friends, you can 
see the difference. Ross and Monica 
have become full-fledged nerds, 
Chandler has become tame, Rachel has 
brought high-maintenance to a whole 
new level, and Joey and Phoebe ... well, 
1 guess they haven’t changed much.
Shows like Felicity, 7'h Heaven, 
Everybody Loves Raymond, Once and 
Again, and Ed have succeeded when the 
networks gave them time. This year, a 
slew-full of shows are getting that 
chance. CBS has ordered a full season 
of episodes for both the Richard 
Dreyfuss college professor drama, The 
Education of Max Bickford, and Ellen 
DeGeneres’s out comedy, The Ellen 
Show, despite sub par ratings for both
series. In a normal season, shows like 
Ellen, ranked 94th in the recent Nielsen 
ratings, would have slim chances of 
survival. NBC has backed its fresh 
rookie medical comedy Scrubs, moving 
it into the Thursday “must-see” lineup 
during last sweeps to build interest 
before returning it to its current Tuesday 
night slot.
Fox is giving critically praised entries 
Undeclared and 24 time to thrive. 
They’re first-class shows with second- 
class ratings. In fact, both shows are 
actually worth your time. Undeclared 
follows the trials and tribulations of 
college freshman Steve Karp (Jay 
Baruchel) and his fellow dorm-mates, as 
he deals with the adjustment into college 
life, his new found independence, and 
his recently divorced father who is 
tagging along for the ride. The comedy 
and acting work, blend to form an 
accurate view of college life. 24 is a high 
concept drama in which each episode 
takes place within one hour of a single 
day. Exciting and suspenseful, the show 
follows Jack Bauer (Kiefer Sutherland), 
head of an elite team of CIA agents who 
uncover an assassination plot targeting 
the latest Presidential nominee. When 
Bauer’s daughter turns up missing, his 
estranged relationship with his wife is 
challenged as they fight to find what the 
next 24 hours hold. The type of show 
where you can’t miss an episode, Fox 
constantly airs reruns and marathons to 
keep the interest.
Similarly, ABC is committed to 
building viewership for Alias, a slick 
espionage drama. Alias has proved to 
be the one show keeping ABC on top 
recently, winning critical acclaim and 
strong audience response. Moreover, it 
has made a breakout star - Jennifer 
Gamer. She stars as Sydney Bristow, an 
international double spy, recruited out of 
college and trained for espionage and 
self-defense. This high action, high 
intake drama is also the first show ABC 
will be airing full marathons of on their 
new ABC Home channel, hoping to pick 
up a new audience there too.
The best show on television that 
you’re not watching falls on the WB. 
Smallville tells the story of a young Clark 
Kent (Tom Welling), who is just 
beginning to learn about and develop his 
powers that will soon transform him into 
Superman. Smallville is extremely 
interesting and accurate towards the 
original comic (well, more-so than the 
movies). Clark’s friendship with his 
future archenemy, the bald Lex Luthor 
(Michael Rosenbaum), is also interesting 
to watch. Strongly written and 
beautifully shot, we can only hope that 
the WB spends more time promoting 
Smallville. We would hate to see the 
series go before Clark dons his 
Superman gear (roughly five years, if the 
script stays truthful to the comics).
Patience gives networks time to focus 
on what the viewers are looking for post­
September 11th-balance. There’s only 
so much serious news you can take. 
Familiarity and escapism seem to be the 
two main qualities of the shows at this 
time. That’s most evident in the number 
of rookie comedies that have done well, 
from ABC’s surprisingly strong 
According to Jim and Fox’s The Bernie 
Mac Show to the WB’s Reba, all family- 
oriented sitcoms. In a similar vein, long- 
running shows, which speak to the 
audience’s desire for TV as a warm video 
blanket, succeed too. Familiar formulas 
are also found in most of the successful 
new shows. The Law & Order spinoffs 
all follow the same formula in the 
franchise. Similarly, Enterprise, UPN’s 
latest twist on the venerable Star Trek 
brand, has been a stellar performer.
That’s not to say that all shows 
deserve a chance to remain on the air. 
In fact, some stick around for too long. 
But they at least deserve a chance to 
develop and gain an audience. Some 
shows are being considered flops before 
they even hit the airwaves. For instance, 
the “Seinfeld Curse” affects both
PC Dept, of Theatre, Dance, & Film announces
AUDITIONS
Open to All Students
The Caucasian
Chalk Circle 
by Bertolt Brecht 
directed by David Sullivan
Sunday, February 10, 7:00 PM 
Catherine of Siena Hall, 212
Please prepare a 1-2 minute dramatic monologue of 
your choice.
questions, call 865-2084
The geeks, the spies, 
and the so-called angst'.
Clockwise from left: Freaks 
and Geeks, Alias, and My So- 
Called Life make television 
history as shows that need(ed) 
a little time to develop.
Seinfeld alumni and their attempts at new 
sitcom success. After The Michael 
Richards Show flopped, Jason 
Alexander’s Bob Patterson soon 
followed. Julia Louis-Dreyfus’s new 
comedy, Watching Ellie, hasn’t even 
premiered yet but people are already 
calling it a flop.
With reality TV sinking and game 
shows like Millionaire and Weakest Link 
growing tired, television executives are 
refocusing their schedules and giving 
quality shows a chance. The question is 
- will you be watching?
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The Bottom
Line
By Erin Keller ’02
Fifteen minutes too much
Popstar-cum-actress Britney Spears will have offically overstayed her 
welcome when her movie Crossroads premieres.
Acid washed jeans. Dot-com 
businesses. Heroin chic. What do these 
things have in common? They are 
trends. So-named because their 
popularity is fleeting, and eventually 
meets with failure. Notice what I did 
not include in that list: the teenybopper 
musical artist. Many thought that the 
tinny, synthesized sound of pop stars 
under twenty one would be a musical 
flavor of the week. Granted, perhaps the 
flavor of the summer. But it’s lasting 
much longer than those who simply 
decided to wait it out can bear.
Yes, Mariah Carey may be a thing of 
the past, Jessica Simpson, contrary to her 
latest album, proved quite resistible, and 
it’s been months since anyone has heard 
from Christina Aguilera. Yet, many of 
this genre are not going away. Some 
might say they are getting stronger. If 
you happen to catch a music video on 
MTV, chances are greater than half that 
you will catch a synchronized dance by 
five males. We all thought Mandy 
Moore quit the business, only to find her 
back in A Movie to Forget (may or may 
not be actual title). This movie, of 
course, included new songs by the 
“artist,” although you may not recognize 
her as in the movie she plays a fully 
dressed outcast while in her videos she 
goes for the fresh, original “sex bomb” 
look.
Destiny's Child, who as a result of 
being created by the music industry, has 
had more members than all those 
involved in “We Are the World” 
combined, is another reflection of what 
people want from music today. They 
achieve a delicate balance only someone 
with money on the brain could have 
concocted: they’re Bootylicious but they 
pray, they’re beautiful but they’re tough, 
fatigue donning Survivors, and there are 
two other girls to balance out one 
Beyonce Knowles. The fact that the 
music is nothing compared to the image 
is nothing new. It’s just never been so 
blatant.
And Britney. Dear Britney. Many 
thought she would run out of gas by now. 
But it seems the bloom is not off this 
rose yet. Just this weekend she both
hosted and performed on Saturday Night 
Live and appeared in an array of Super 
Bowl XXXVI commercials. In two 
weeks her movie, Crossroads, comes 
out. Overexposure used to be the surefire 
death of the teenybopper (ask any of the 
New Kids on the Block). But despite 
the enmity of angry mothers, 
conservative religious groups and 
virtually all women over 23, Britney 
Spears is still with the strength many 
could have never predicted.
Of course there are bands whose 
successes span decades. However, it is 
easier to respect the hard work of artists 
like U2, REM and Madonna. Regardless 
of personal taste, they write their own 
music. They play instruments. They 
make the majority of their own creative 
decisions. The fact that this new 
teenybopper genre is processed and 
fabricated, and created by the music 
industry for profit is undeniable. They 
don’t play instruments, their vocals are 
altered by computer technology, and they 
usually lip sync in live performances 
because they claim their energetic dance 
routines require it. Because of the 
falseness they exuded, their reign was 
expected to be quick, much like that of 
the similarly assembled band The 
Monkees. Or the Spice Girls. But with 
the exception of a brief interruption with 
male angst rock (ala Nickelback, Incubus 
and Linkin Park), they’ve remained on 
top.
And the music industry loves it. 
They have created puppets that dance 
together, have ambiguous sexuality, and 
with the exception of the occasional 
disparaging comment against America 
and obligatory visit to rehab, behave 
exactly how they want. No more 
tortured artists, no more smashing 
guitars, no more public relation 
nightmares. No more downside of real 
music.
They’re still winning awards. They 
outlasted the Latin craze. They still 
acquire the respect of America’s 
children. Like it or not, this breed of 
performers have extended their 15 
minutes. Here’s hoping for a half hour, 
tops.
Movie Times
Starting 2/8
Avon Cinema
260 Thayer St. Providence, RI 421-0020
Castle Cinema
Amelie: 6:45, 9:30; Sat-Sun: additional 1:00, 3:30
Mulholland Drive: 5:45, 8:45; Sat-Sun: additional 12:00, 2:45
Kate and Leopold: 6:15; Sun-Fri: additional 9:30
Vanilla Sky: 9:05; Sat-Sun: additional 3:05
Rocky Horror Picture Show: Sat: midnight
Showcase Seekonk, Rt. 6
800 Fall River Ave, Seekonk, Mass., (508) 336-6020
Big Fat Liar: 12:10, 12:40, 2:30, 3:00, 4:55, 5:20, 7:15, 7:40, 9:25, 9:55, 
11:30, 12:00; Sun-Thurs: no 11:30, 12:00 shows
Monster’s Ball: 1:00, 3:40, 7:20, 9:50, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10 show 
Birthday Girl: 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:30, 9:50, 11:50; Sun-Thurs: no 11:50 
show
The Mothman Prophecies: 12:50, 3:50, 6:45, 9:40, 12:05; Sun-Thurs: no 
12:05 show
Brotherhood of the Wolf: 12:15, 3:30, 6:50, 9:55
I Am Sam: 12:20, 3:25, 6:40, 9:40, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 12:20 show 
Snow Dogs: 12:00,2:25,4:45, 7:10,9:35, 11:45; Sun-Thurs: no 11:45 show 
In the Bedroom: 12:00,3:10, 6:30,9:30, 12:15; Sun-Thurs: no 12:15 show 
A Beautiful Mind: 12:45, 3:45, 7:00, 10:00
Collateral Damage: 1:00, 2:00, 4:00, 4:40, 7:10, 7:35, 9:40. 10:05. 12:100, 
12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 12:00, 12:20 shows
Rollerball: 12:10, 12:40,2:30,3:00,4:50,5:15,7:15,7:45,9:45, 10:15, 
11:55, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55, 12:20 shows
Jimmv Neutron: Boy Genius: 12:05
A Walk to Remember: 12:00, 2:25, 4:50, 7:25, 9:55, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 
12:10 show
The Count of Monte Cristo: 12:30, 3:40, 6:50, 9:50, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 
12:30 show
Black Hawk Down: 12:20, 3:30, 6:40, 9:40
Harry Potter and the Sorcer’s Stone: 12:00
Slackers: 3:00, 10:15, 12:15
Ocean’s 11: 5:00, 7:40
The Royal Tenenbaums: 12:15, 10:10
Gosford Park: 2:35, 7:20
Orange County: 5:20, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 12:20 show
Lord of the Rings: 12:00, 3:45, 7:30, 11:00; Sun-Thurs: no 11:00 show
Providence Place
Francis Street, Providence, 270-4646
Rollerball: 11:25, 1:50,4:15,7:00,9:35, 11:55; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55 show 
Collateral Damage: 12:50, 3:55, 6:45,9:15, 11:45; Sun-Thurs: no 11:45 
show
Big Fat Liar: 12:25,2:45,4:55,7:15,9:25, 11:40; Sun-Thurs: no 11:40 
show
Birthday Girl: 1:00, 4:20, 7:25, 9:45, 11:55; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55 show 
Slackers: 4:00, 9:20, 11:30; Sun-Thurs: no 11:30 show
I Am Sam: 12:40, 3:40, 6:55, 10:05
A Walk to Remember: 11:30, 2:10, 4:30, 7:05, 9:50, 12:00; Sun-Thurs: no 
12:00 show
The Count of Monte Cristo: 12:20, 3:15, 6:30, 10:00
The Mothman Prophecies: 12:30, 3:50, 6:25, 9:05, 11:35; Sun-Thurs: no 
11:35 show
Kung Pow: Enter the Fist: 11:40, 2:00,4:05,7:30, 10:10, 12:05; Sun- 
Thurs: no 12:05 show
Brotherhood of the Wolf: 11:55, 2:55, 6:15, 9:10
Black Hawk Down: 12:15, 3:20, 6:50, 9:55
Snow Dogs: 11:45, 2:05, 4:40, 7:10, 9:30, 11:45; Sun-Thurs: no 11:45 show 
Orange County: 12:55,6:35, 11:25; Sun-Thurs: no 11:25 show
Gosford Park: 12:35, 6:20
The Royal Tenenbaums: 3:05, 9:00
A Beautiful Mind: 12:05, 3:30, 6:40, 9:40
The Lord of the Rings: 11:50, 3:25, 7:20, 10:50; Sun-Thurs: no 10:50 show
—Compiled by Dave Quinn ’04
CFP is looking for the Stars!
Attention: Immediate Job Openings!
Let Communities For People help you gain the valuable hands on experience you 
will need to build a strong foundation in the Human Service Industry.
This is an excellent opportunity for highly motivated juniors and seniors to perform 
a variety of tasks that will ensure the safety, treatment and nurturance of our 
clientele. You will be working as a vital member of our treatment team to care for 
male adolescents age 13-18. All clients are placed by the Department of Children, 
Youth and Families in our community based residential programs. We are seeking 
full-time and part-time employees.
Primary Responsibilities: Providing structure and guidance to youth who need 
positive role models, high level of interaction with clientele, crisis intervention, 
ransporting, medication distribution, staff meetings and various domestic duties.
Qualifications: Excellent verbal and written skills, dependable, good problem 
solving skills, desire to develop leadership skills.
Communities For People
221 Waterman Street Providence, R.I. 02906 
(401) 273-710) Attention: Joan Valcourt
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Got Skills?
A&E is currently hiring writers 
in the following areas:
Taste
of the Town
With Alexandra Silveira ’02
Music Reviews
Theatre Reviews
Meeting Street Cafe
220 Meeting Street 
273-1066
Taste of the Town
Urban Elements
Meeting Street Cafe is well known 
for its gigantic chocolate chip cookies 
served fresh from the oven. However, it 
has also been lauded as serving Rhode 
Island’s best sandwich, tuna melt, and 
oatmeal cookie. Still others recognize 
is at one of the few places to serve 
chicken and beef raised without 
hormones or antibiotics.
Whatever its claim to fame, its 
attitude is reflective of much of the 
restaurants surrounding Brown - trendy. 
A small cafe located on the second floor, 
one of its walls is entirely made of 
windows that overlook a tiny and 
practically useless parking lot. Central 
to the opposite wall is a glass case filled 
with delicious looking desserts and the 
counter where orders are placed. Below 
is a large chalkboard and from above 
came the smooth sounds of subdued jazz. 
Throughout the cafe are plants, art, (with 
the most notable elements being hanging 
fish, glass partitions, and a painting of 
the meeting street itself) and lights.
The food itself caters to many, with a 
variety of turkey, cheese & veggie, fish, 
salami & ham, roast beef, chicken, and 
pastrami & corned beef sandwiches, all 
served on a variety of different breads, 
all under $10. All sandwiches can be 
made into combos, and are served with 
a choice of side orders, including pasta 
salad, potato salad, cole slaw, or potato 
chips. However, be wary — the average 
sandwich is good for two people or two 
meals. Other options include salad, 
soups, and entrees (although the choice 
is very limited).
For vegetable lovers, the veggie 
cheese “steak” offers a flavorful option 
with grilled onions, mushrooms, 
peppers, choice of cheese, vinegar & oil 
on a torpedo roll. The sandwich is tasty 
without being loaded down with spices 
and condiments. The same is true for
the plain grilled chicken sandwich 
served with a minimum of mayonnaise. 
The chicken is well marinated and 
tender, and the sandwich is well 
accompanied by a side salad in a light 
balsamic vinaigrette.
A bit more disappointing is the 
Virginia Pride sandwich, a combo of hot 
Virginia ham, turkey breast, Swiss, 
cranberry, and Shedd’s sauce. The 
unbalanced meat combination makes for 
a sandwich that tastes as if it were just 
made of turkey. However, its deficiency 
is made up for when served in 
combination with the vegetable soup, 
which is spicy and full of large chunks 
of vegetables.
As with many cafes, Meeting Street’s 
crowning achievements are its desserts 
(all under $5). Its reputation for 
delicious cookies is well deserved, with 
chocolate chip cookies that have soft 
chewy dough, strongly flavored with 
extra brown sugar, and large choclatey 
chunks. The carrot cake is also an old 
time favorite that is done to perfection 
with a light, creamy frosting and moist 
cake.
Among the variety of cheesecakes to 
choose from is the slightly tart apple 
crumb cheesecake. The disruption of the 
sweet flavor usually enjoyed by 
cheesecake lovers is an unwelcome 
change. A different option for chocolate 
lovers is the hazelnut mousse torte, 
which layers a very thick mousse filled 
with whole hazelnuts and a rich 
chocolate cake. Although the chocolate 
maybe overwhelming for some, the true 
aficionado will find it just right.
For all its variety and trends, Meeting 
Street is a comfortable choice with a 
surprisingly homey atmosphere and 
hearty food. It’s the perfect place to go 
with friends to relax and eat well.
GRADE: B
dor a guide to
Uafentine \ P)ag and ^Parents ’ liieedend 
restaurants, cPecP out Pdex duloeira \s
Call x2214 or stop by Slavin 
104A to pick up an application.
Bonanza Bus Lines
• 2 daily roundtrips Newport, URI, Exit 3 to NYC
• 4 daily roundtrips Newport, Fall River to Boston
• 8 daily roundtrips Providence to New York City 
•18 daily round trips Providence to Boston./Logan
• 4 daily roundtrips Providence to Hartford/NYC
• 2 daily roundtrips Providence to Springfield/Albany
• 6 daily roundtrips Providence to Cape Cod
For information. schedules and fares:
Call 1-888-751-8800
or log on to
www.bonahzabus.com
i s% college student discount 
on tickets to NYC purchased in RI
Brook Florist
Serving this area since 1917
Worldwide Delivery
Full Service, All Occasion Florist
Brook Florist & Gifts
1883 Smith Street
N. Providence, R.l. 02911
1-800-800-8620
231-8620
florists.ftd.com/brookflorist
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19 Things to do off campus...
Fine Arts
• Specimens - by V. Sheri Willis 
(1/18-2/18), Corridor Gallery, Fine
Arts Center Galleries, URI (call 
for times)
• You are I and I am You - 
photography by Jo Yarrington (1/ 
24-3/6), Photography Gallery, 
Fine Arts Center Galleries, URI 
(call for times)
• Imprints, Punctures, and Other 
Pointed Maneuverings (1/28-3/8), 
Main Gallery, Fine Arts Center 
Galleries, URI (call for times)
Music
• Bo Diddley (2/8), Lupo’s, 9 PM
• Black 47 (2/8), Met Cafe, 9:30 PM
• Johnny and the East Coast 
Rockers (2/8), Sal’s Swing Club, 
8 PM-1AM
• Jazz with Scott Hamilton and 
friends (2/14-2/15), Chan’s (call 
for times)
• Tha Liks (2/13), Lupo’s, 9 PM
• Sno Core Rock 2002 (2/15), 
Lupo’s, 8 PM
• Max Creek (2/16), Lupo’s, 9:30 
PM
Theatre
• Another American: Asking and 
Telling (through 2/10), Trinity 
Repertory Theatre (call for times)
• True West (2/7-3/9), Sandra 
Feinstein-Gamm Theatre (call for 
times)
• Mamma Mia! (2/26-3/10), PPAC, 
tickets on sale now
Etc
• Potted Topiaries Workshop (2/9), 
Blithewold Mansion, Garden and 
Arboretum, 10-12 PM
• The Pork Chop Lounge Variety 
Show (2/10), AS220, 8 PM
• Indie Movie Night (2/13), AS220,
8 PM
Murder on Us Dinner Theatre 
presents “Survivor: The Mystery" 
(through 2/23), The Barnsider 
(call for times)
Cityside Skatepark Providence, 
Dunkin’ Donuts Center (call for 
schedule)
Improv Jones, Perishable Theatre, 
every Thursday and Saturday at 10 
PM
Addresses and Phone Numbers
• AS220, 115 Empire Street, 831- 
9327
• Barnsider, 375 South Main Street, 
. 245-5850
• Blithewold Mansion, Garden and 
Arboretum, 101 Ferry Road, 
Bristol, 253-2707
• Chan’s, 267 Main Street, 
Woonsocket, 765-1900
• Dunkin’ Donuts Center, One La 
Salle Square, 273-5000
• Lupo’s, 239 Westminster Street, 
272-5876
• Met Cafe, 130 Union Street, 861- 
2142
• Perishable Theatre, 95 Empire 
Street, 331-2695
• PPAC, 220 Weybosset Street, 421- 
2787
• Sal’s Swing Club, 200 George 
Waterman Street, Johnston, 965- 
0849
• Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre, 
31 Elbow Street, 831-2919
• Trinity Repertory Company, 201 
Washington Street, 351-4242
• URI Fine Arts Center, 105 Upper 
College Road, Kingston, 874- 
2775
—compiled by 
Adrienne Larsen-Silva '02
Check it out
What’s new at Phillips Memorial Library
Bombingham: a novel I Anthony 
Grooms
Contemporary Black men’s fiction 
and drama /
edited by Keith Clark
Afy soul has grown deep: classics of 
early African-American literature / 
[collected by] John Edgar Wideman
Every tongue got to confess: Negro 
folk-tales from the Gulf States / 
Zora Neale Hurston
A gentleman of color: the life of 
James Forten /
Julie Winch
The Civitas anthology of African 
American slave narratives
Double-take: a revisionist Harlem 
Renaissance anthology / 
edited by Venetria K. Patton and 
Maureen Honey
American nightmare: the history of 
Jim Crow /
Jerrold M. Packard
Stand and prosper: private Black col­
leges and their students /
Henry N. Drewry and Humphrey 
Doermann
One kind of freedom: the economic 
consequences of emancipation I 
Roger L. Ransom, Richard Sutch
The Cold War and the color line: 
American race relations in the glo­
bal arena / Thomas Borstelman
For more information, contact Leslie 
Lanzieri, ext. 1994, 
llanzier@providence.edu, or Ann 
Sullivan, ext. 1908, 
asullivan@providence.edu
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Resident Assistant Selection
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
SERVE YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS AND THE 
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE COMMUNITY?
BE PART OF A TEAM HELP OTHERS ACHIEVE THEIR DREAMS
CHALLENGE YOURSELF DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS
GIVE OF YOURSELF MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN SOMEONE’S LIFE
DISTINGUISH YOURSELF ACCEPT NEW RESPONSIBILITY
ACCOMPLISH GOALS BUILD COMMUNITY ON CAMPUS
BE A ROLE MODEL BE AN INSTRUMENT OF CHANGE
THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE IS LOOKING FOR YOU.
Resident Assistant applications for the 
2002-2003 academic year are coming soon. 
To find out more, and to receive an applica­
tion, simply attend an information session 
on either February 19th or 20th at 7:00 pm 
in the Aquinas Lounge. Talk with current 
Resident Assistants about their experiences 
and see if becoming a Resident Assistant is 
right for you. We hope to see you there.
“Of Those To Whom Much Is Given, Much Is Expected.” 
Luke 12:48
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Waiting 
on an 
Angel
Dear Diary...
by Tracy Kennedy ’02
Portfolio Staff
Gazing out his fifth floor window, 
Isaac looked out over the dreary, rainy 
city. People bustled about knocking 
into each other, not looking back. The 
world was nothing but gray and that’s 
exactly how Isaac felt inside. He had 
somehow managed to lose the best 
thing he ever had in his life - Erin was 
gone.
After nearly three years together, 
Erin had picked up and left him. There 
had been problems in the relationship. 
For instance, they had lost most of the 
spark and excitement that had brought 
them together in the first place. It had 
become more of a friendship than a 
passionate relationship. And though 
Isaac was allowed some grieving time 
after Erin’s departure, they had been 
apart for a year and a half now. Time 
had slipped by so quickly, yet still 
seemed to creep day to day. Two 
Thanksgivings, two Christmases, two 
Valentine’s Days, one summer, one 
birthday... Each holiday had been so 
hard for him. Erin had become such a 
part of his life over the course of their 
relationship that he hadn’t cared when 
things got rough between them. All 
that mattered to him was that they 
were together. One thing she said to 
him that bitterly cold afternoon still 
haunted him. “You are just too 
comfortable with me, Isaac. I am
Googol + One by John Philpott’02
The reunion was short lived. This time, Fozzie’s joke had gone too far.
nothing special to you.”
Nothing special? She had been his 
world.
Either way, Erin was not someone 
to recover from quickly. And now, 
here he was, gazing out the dirty 
window for the thousandth time, 
feeling sorry for himself. It was as if 
he expected an angel to come down 
from the skies to save him. If only 
some special girl could sail into his life 
like a shooting star and drag him out of 
the mess that he had become. After all, 
he was trying, he did go out on dates. 
He wanted to move on with his life, 
but he just couldn’t seem to let go of 
Erin. By the end of almost every date, 
Isaac found himself dreaming of 
calling Erin and telling her how much 
he loved her and how no girl could 
compare to her. Even when he was 
drunk and did make the fateful dial, 
she never answered.
Although, there had been one girl 
that had really caught his eye months 
ago. Her name was Gabriella and she 
worked at the coffee shop a block from 
his office. She had a beautiful smile 
and a great personality, but she wasn’t 
Erin.
About six months back, Isaac was 
sitting in the park on a sunny Saturday 
afternoon, reading. Gabriella spotted 
Isaac from across the park. She had
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February 14th
Weight: A slim 125 lbs. after days of 
pre-holiday fasting.
Alcohol Units: 2 - v.g. - Read 
somewhere wine is good for one’s heart. 
Calories: 700 - Must look stunning in 
pink and black Valentine’s number.
7:30am - Jump out of bed and realize 
have little to no time to make oneself 
stunning for fantastic Matt Damon-esque 
intern at the office.
7:32am - Stare at self in mirror and take 
swig of leftover Chardonnay. This could 
take some work.
7:33am - What happened to mud mask? 
7:34am -Accidentally spread foot lotion 
on face. Cheeks begin to burn. Violently 
start scrubbing. Burning subsides to a 
tingle. Oooooh. Realize that sensation 
and exfoliation are similar to last week’s 
facial. Ponder starting spa out of 
apartment.
7:45am-Towel off. Flip on radio.
7:46am - Flip past long distance 
dedication of “I Will Always Love You.” 
7:52am - Forced to shut off radio after 
hearing “My Heart Will Go On” on three 
stations.
8:00am - Pull on black mini and pink 
CK top. Immediately pull off. Find 
flattering corset-like contraption. Buckle 
on. Re-apply clothing.
8:05am - Tear black nylons bending to 
put on heels.
8:06am - Decide fishnets would be too 
much for the office.
8:18am - Bum finger on curling iron. 
Rinse under cold water. Splash water 
onto pink CK top. Wipe with towel 
covered in foot lotion. Pin on pink 
carnation from Mom to cover mishap. 
Has festive quality. Much better. 
8:43 am - Late for morning meeting. 
Gah! Breeze into boardroom with 
notepad in hand. No empty seats. Must 
stand at door and try not to be recognized 
by office bigwigs.
8:44am - Pink CK shirt does nothing to 
help blend with walls. Am found out. 
Hot intern Jack offers me his chair. 
Would love to share it. MUST FOCUS! 
10:02am - Settle in at desk. Check 
messages. Shuffle papers. Nothing. 
10:13am - Follow Jack to water cooler. 
Smile. Try to think of something to say. 
Mention weather, meeting, school. He 
nods. Keep smiling. Could really use 
some Chardonnay.
10:30am-Call from Mom. Asks about 
any Valentine’s plans. Lie about hot date 
with a co-worker. Mom sees through lie 
and invites me to dinner with her and 
Dad. Pass on the invitation. Tell Mom 
am very busy. Office bigwigs and such. 
10:42am - Remind oneself am poised, 
intelligent, caring woman of great worth. 
11:24am - Do work things. Check 
messages in case missed call. Still 
nothing.
11:49am - Take up jacket. Leave for 
early lunch.
11:51am - Push elevator button. Stare 
at chipping manicure.
11:52am - Gah! Continue to press 
button. Cannot risk breaking heel on 
stairs.
11:53am - Office bigwigs nod as they 
exit elevator. Something about “light no 
sugar.” Door closes mid-sentence.
11:59am - Bump into Jack at the cafe. 
Order what he’s having. Smile.
12:00pm - Am poised, intelligent, 
caring woman of great worth. Ask if 
he’d like to share a table.
12:05pm - Silence. Nervously laugh. 
He smiles.
12:09pm - Why does Jack keep staring 
at my chest? Catch him in the act. He 
points at my carnation. Apparently 
forgot to pluck off fertilizer packet. Pull 
off flower and packet. Mumble 
something about a fashion trend.
12:12pm - Both try to speak at once. 
He says something about St. Valentine. 
12:14pm - Waiter dressed as Cupid 
brings conversation hearts and check. 
Jack offers to pay.
12:20pm - Nervously mumble 
something about great first date. He 
nods. We part directions.
1:08pm - Office bigwig asks about 
coffee. Coffee? Shrug and pretend to 
be mute.
1:36pm - Mom again. Still not doing 
dinner. Have not completely lost hope. 
2:45pm - Am poised, intelligent, caring 
woman of great worth.
3:33pm - Still nothing. Comb desk for 
nip of Chardonnay.
3:52pm - Pass Jack at water cooler. He 
looks up and nods. Drop large stack of 
papers in clumsy run-in with doorjamb. 
Crumple papers and do best to strut off. 
Face matches7pink CK shirt.
4:23pm - Can’t take it anymore. Still 
no valentines or dinner plans.
4:24pm - Vow to find job that will bring 
more meaning (and men) to life. 
4:25pm - Tempted to call Mom.
4:35pm - Begin search for inner poise. 
Bah, where is it?
4:45pm - Must get air.
4:47pm - Stare at happy couples 
walking together. Pout to self. Must hit 
liquor store on way home.
4:56pm - Take up jacket. Check 
messages for last time. Mom called. 
Dinner at six, sharp. Something about 
Dad getting cranky. Will bring lots of 
wine.
5:22pm - Arrive at apartment. Fumble 
for keys. Wrong pocket. Pull out 
crumpled paper.
5:23pm-Put down bags and wine. Lots 
of wine. Pour glass. Take off shoes. 
5:26pm - Take up crumpled ball of 
paper. Open to find pink candy heart. 
“CALL ME!” A number!
5:27pm - Lift receiver. A man’s voice 
answers. Tell Dad I cannot make it for 
dinner.
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The Politics of 
Carrot Cake HiddenMeaning
by Joan Barker ’04
Portfolio Editor
Preheat:
An ounce of cinnamon,
two coconut sticks of fragrant incense
from root powder.
Acrylic thread, Made in Italy,
worn in Connecticut.
Cinder fallen fresh, 
sandal wood flour, 
therapeutic wax,
Bali sequences and dried soap chips to soften 
the copper jug.
Mix:
Yellow elastic, like the coyote’s evening words.
Crushed ice of frozen tradition.
Derelict apples drawn from the street’s gravel eye.
As resin seeps from the phone book
and settles on the window pane to dry in the misty sunlight, 
coffee rings stained on the counter gather to soak a napkin.
Bake:
Indonesian flavour, natural fringe, 
interpretation paints a subjective glaze over 
this scene.
How to oblige you in my meaning,
molding my affairs into twelve tablespoons, 
and a portion complete.
Serve:
Boiling water and mountain raspberry leaves, 
Mandarin orange, herbal tea caffeine-free, 
naturally.
A fantasia of glycol and baking soda. 
Seventeen minutes to set and cool.
by Maria Monaco ’02
Portfolio Staff
I have no idea what I’m doing 
out of bed. I have a sticker hanging in 
my room that reads that. It was a gift 
from a friend that I stuck on my bedpost 
as soon as I got it. It was one of those 
“this just screamed you” joke Christmas 
gifts that you have to laugh at ‘cause 
they’re pretty useless, but you love them 
anyway. It went well with the “Nobody 
comes between me and my Kermit” T- 
shirt I also got that year. Semi-random, 
fun, but oddly appropriate gifts are 
always amusing. That sticker has 
definitely taken on strange new 
connotations for me lately, though. It 
has become a disturbing reminder of how 
much can go wrong in one night/ 
morning. Oh the sun is up. I’m thinking 
that maybe I should just take it down. 
It’s just not as funny anymore.
It’s strange the way something 
can totally change meaning in a matter 
of weeks. I’ve had the sticker up for 
months. Never gave it much of a 
thought. In the past it was just a funny 
little reminder of my inability to leave 
the comforts of my bed for things such 
as classes, and classes...yeah that’s 
pretty much it. But I’ve now realized 
that the message can be read in two ways. 
If you twist the message around to its 
dark side it could also be saying, “I have 
no idea what I’m doing out of bed 
because it’s not worth getting up for at 
all,” or, “things are so crazy maybe it’s 
just better if I sleep through it.” It’s a 
creepy twist.
Yeah, the sticker might have to 
go. Not only that, but it now has pictures 
attached to it that only I can see, of nights 
part of me wishes I had slept through. It 
was a nightmare, I tell myself. It didn’t 
really happen. But of course it did, and 
the sticker’s still here though she’s not 
here to point and giggle at it anymore. 
It’s one of those funny twist of fate 
things. Maybe the sticker was warning 
me back then about what was going to 
happen. If only I had had the eyes to see 
it. I guess there are plenty of warnings 
we just never pick up on.
Anyway, that sticker doesn’t fit 
me very well anymore. I know exactly 
what I’m doing out of bed. I have things 
to do, people to see, and a life to live. 
There are plenty of reasons for me to get 
out of bed. Have you ever been up all 
night to watch the sun come up in the 
morning? It’s kind of a serenely calming 
feeling to see darkness turn into light 
before your eyes. Maybe because it was 
my first time doing that, or maybe 
because I just needed to feel there was 
peace to be found somewhere, but it’s 
definitely something that I want to do 
again in better circumstances.
A shuffling walk, spilling hot 
cocoa back to our home. A bagel with 
my friends while we curl up together on 
the floor, wrapped in blankets, drunk on 
lack of sleep. There’s no reason to go to 
bed. It feels better to stay here all 
together. I read a Ginsberg poem out 
loud because the madness of it seemed 
to fit the mood, and it made them drowsy 
with its drug-induced flow. They fell 
asleep, but I stayed awake to see them 
curled up like children at a slumber party. 
Peaceful.
Maybe I’ 11 just leave the sticker 
there. Every time I see it I can think these 
peaceful thoughts. It will be a reminder 
that there is at least some good in every 
bad situation, some hidden message that 
keeps me going. She may come back to 
see it someday.
Sonnet 35
by Sara Schepis ’04
Portfolio Staff
I was abroad before the world awoke, 
was yet in fast with much to meditate.
The time when birds their tuning stanzas spoke 
and skimmers on the froggy pond would skate 
and sallied forth the squirrel from oak estate, 
the grass agleam, with spider’s silver flossed 
is when I most resolved to bear the weight, 
the cross wherewith I justly have been crossed - 
Nay, mercifully, for if I have been tossed 
It is to shake me from pursuit of dust.
I wander thus, an hour spent, unlost
I strove in living and as yet I must, 
in rising light my Light a constant stays 
and night will never check God’s holy praise.
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Valentine’s Day:
A Saga in Two Parts
by Kaitlin Fluet ’03
Portfolio Staff
The situation: It is 3:00 in the 
afternoon on February 14th. There is 
a pre-established “date” slated to take 
place at 7:00 later this evening. This 
"date” is to include dinner and coffee. 
(*This case study is designed to 
demonstrate the innate differences 
between boys and girls. Here, for your 
holiday pleasure, I have delineated the 
two sides of Valentine’s Day so that 
you may compare each. and thus 
conclude the true meaning this very 
special and meaningful celebration.)
GIRL (preparation) 
3:00: Sprint back from class. Hop in 
shower.
3:45: Shave, wash, exfoliate, and 
rewash. Hop out of shower. Sprint to 
mirror. Detangle hair. Mouse and gel 
hair. Pluck eyebrows.
4:15: Put hair in curlers. Apply facial 
mask. Cut and file toe and finger 
nails. Apply foot lotion to feet. Apply 
body lotion to body.
4:45: Peel off face mask. Apply facial 
moisturizer to face. Blow dry hair. 
5:15: Remove curlers. Style hair. 
5:30: Try on clothes.
5:45: Change pants. 
5:30: Paint nails. Apply basecoat of 
foundation. Apply topcoat. Apply 
blush. Change shirt.
5:45: Apply various shades of eye 
shadow. Blend. Apply eyeliner. 
Apply mascara. Change shoes. 
6:00: Brush teeth. Apply lip liner, 
lipstick and lip gloss. Blot with tissue. 
Comb eyebrows into place. Change 
pants.
6:20: Spray perfume. Change 
underwear.
6:30: Reapply blush. Stare at self in 
mirror.
A knock on the door at 7:15 indicates 
that we are now ready for our DATE....
6:45: Remove shirt, pants and shoes. 
Put on skirt, new shirt and new shoes. 
Rip pantyhose.
6:50: Change pantyhose and skirt.
Re-spray perfume.
6:55: Apply more lipstick.
7:00: Think, “On my God! The jerk 
stood me up.”
BOY (preparation)
3:00: Sleep.
3:45: Sleep.
4:15: Rollover.
4:45: Go to bathroom.
5:00: Check email.
5:15: Nap.
6:15: Get up.
6:20: Wet hair.
6:30: Rummage through laundry. 
Find shirt and pants that are least 
wrinkled.
6:35: Dress. Spray cologne.
6:40: Funnel.
6:45: Funnel.
6:50: Brief keg stand. Surf internet 
for adult sites.
6:55: Brush teeth. Spray more 
cologne.
7:00: Leave.
He says, “You look nice.” He thinks, 
“You look nice.” She says, “Thanks. 
You look nice too.” She thinks, “I 
look nice!!! I LOOK NICE!!!
THANKS FOR NOTHING!!!”
He says, “Sorry I’m late.” He thinks, 
“No I’m not.” She says, “Oh, I didn’t 
notice.” She thinks, “You were 
thinking of ditching me, you jerk.”
He holds open door. He thinks, 
“Brownie points.” She thinks, 
“Brownie points.”
He says, “This is my car.” He thinks, 
“The back seat is particularly nice.” 
She says, “Nice.” She thinks, “Too 
bad I’ll only be seeing the front seat. 
Ha.”
He says, “You can change the station.” 
He thinks, “You’d better not change it 
to Britney.” She says, “Ok.” She 
thinks, “Whew. I wonder if he’d mind 
if I change it to Britney.”
He says, “Here we are.” He thinks, 
“Finally. No more Britney.” She says, 
“This looks great.” She thinks, 
“Where the hell are we?”
He pulls out her chair. He says, “Here 
you go.” He thinks, "Brownie points.” 
She says, “Thank you.” She thinks, “I 
still won’t be seeing your backseat.”
He says, “What would you like?” He 
thinks, “It’d better not be the lobster or 
the fillet mignon. It’d better not be a 
salad. It'd better not have onions or 
garlic.” She says, “I’ll have the 
chicken marsala.” She thinks, “Not 
messy. Not expensive. No onions, no 
garlic.”
He says, “How is your dinner?” He 
thinks nothing. She says, “It’s great.” 
She thinks, “I suppose undercooked 
chicken in an unidentifiable fungal 
gravy is better than no food at all. 
Good thing I’m not paying.”
He says, “Bill please.” She says, 
“Here. Let me take care of some of 
that.” He thinks, “Damn, I wish I 
could take you up on that offer. 
Really.” She thinks, “Good thing you 
won’t take me up on that offer. 
Really.”
He says, “I’m glad we went out. 
Thanks for coming.” He thinks, “As if 
it was a privilege to take you out.” She 
says, “I’m glad too. Thanks for 
asking.” She thinks, “As if it was a 
privilege to be asked out.”
He says, “I had a good night.” He 
thinks, “So, will you be visiting my 
backseat?” She says, “Yeah, me too.” 
She thinks, “Nope.”
Happy Valentine’s Day!
Waiting On An Angel
- Continued from page 19 -
been eyeing him for almost a year 
now, getting his morning coffee, which 
was her only link to him. Once or 
twice, their fingers had touched and 
their eyes had met, but only for a 
second. He cjuickly paid and left the 
store. He just seemed so sad, but 
Gabriella couldn’t pinpoint why.
There he was, though, looking 
utterly adorable under the tree, head 
cocked, reading his book. Fighting 
back her nervousness, she strolled over 
to him. “Whatcha reading?”
From there it had begun. By the 
end of the afternoon, they had talked 
about so much, feelings and emotions 
and past histories had poured out of 
them. Not necessarily feelings for 
each other, because Gabriella had been 
afraid to head down that road. It really 
was such a delicate subject. And yet, 
before either one knew it, plans were 
made to meet at the Paragon on Thayer 
Street the following Wednesday for 
dinner.
Wednesday night found Isaac 
pacing around his living room. He 
wasn’t sure if he could go through with 
it, with a date with someone he could 
actually fall for. When he arrived, 
Gabriella was sitting at the bar, her 
long chestnut hair flowing over her 
shoulders. She looked amazing. 
When she caught sight of him, she 
flashed an ice-melting smile and 
seemed to float to him. They had such 
a wonderful time at dinner that neither 
of them realized how the time passed. 
Walking her to her car, he reached up 
and stroked her face. Leaning in, he 
kissed her so completely that she 
thought she saw fireworks. A shock 
went through her whole body, all the 
way to her toes and she shivered.
Promising to call, Isaac closed her 
door for her, watching her car slide 
away. For a few weeks, Isaac and 
Gabriella saw quite a bit of each other. 
Each and every time, they talked until 
the early hours of the morning. He 
met her family, and she met his best 
friends. It really seemed like they 
were falling in love. Until, one night, 
Isaac got home from Gabriella’s 
apartment and as he washed up for 
bed, started thinking about all the 
things that could go wrong between 
them. He thought of how quickly 
things has disintegrated between he 
and Erin. He became consumed with 
anxiety. Though he could never admit 
it to her, he was afraid. Afraid of 
falling, afraid of getting hurt, afraid of 
hurting her. So, before he let it get any 
further, before he could hurt her, he 
ended it. He just stopped calling.
Days passed for Gabriella as she 
looked forward to hearing from Isaac. 
She checked her voice mail every half- 
hour, hoping for something. Days 
turned into weeks and weeks into 
months without a phone call. Isaac 
had stopped coming into the shop. 
Saddened, Gabriella could hardly 
believe that after so much great 
conversation, after it seemed like they 
had made such an extraordinary 
connection that he could just drop her. 
But he did.
As the months went on, Gabriella 
began dating again and met a really 
wonderful guy. Alex was everything 
she was looking for. He was genuine, 
he was honest with his feelings. She 
had found an angel.
Looking through his address book, 
as he sat by the window, Isaac caught 
sight of Gabriella’s number. I wonder 
what she’s doing, thought Isaac. She 
was really a special girl and he had 
been so stupid to let her slip away. He 
was such a jerk.
“Hey Gabriella, it’s Isaac, how are 
you?”
“Isaac, what do you want?”
“I was thinking of you. I wanted to 
see if you would like to have dinner 
some time.”
“Actually, Isaac, I’m with someone 
now. And after whatever happened 
between us, I really have no desire to 
see you. You lose, Isaac.” Click.
Wow. She was right. He did lose. 
He had let perhaps the closest chance 
to happiness in six months fly away. 
He sat himself down by the window 
again, looking out for another angel.
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Who Needs Sleep?
by Jessica Albetski ’04
Portfolio Staff
A few weekends ago, I traveled home 
for the first time ever on a regular 
weekend. For the last year and a half 
I've only gone home for major holidays 
and the few holiday weekends there are. 
This time was a little different. I really 
wanted to get away from the stress of 
school. You see, there are just many 
things that you can do at home that you 
can’t at school, and vice versa of course. 
Privacy is probably the biggest luxury 
that one lacks at college. At home, it’s 
so easy to just go to your room and be 
completely alone. While here, it’s 
difficult to get even an hour to play your 
own music. Living with so many people 
means different schedules, different 
activities, and a whole lot of confusion.
Of all the complaints I have about 
living at school, lack of sleep irks me 
the most, especially when it comes to 
taking naps. I don’t think I have taken 
one decent nap this year. The 
interruptions just never stop coming. 
Usually I try to nap when I’m the only 
one in the room. There’s no point in even 
trying to nap if someone else is around 
because they’re most likely making 
noise. So, when everyone’s gone, which 
usually doesn’t happen too often, I try 
for a nap. But, within ten minutes, the 
phone rings...and it doesn’t happen just 
once. In another ten minutes it will ring 
again. It seems the only time the phone 
ever rings is a) when I’m on the phone
"""""Who needs sleep, well you ’re never gonna get it. 
Who needs sleep, tell me what’s that for?” 
Barenaked Ladies
with someone else and get like four calls 
during the middle of a conversation or 
b) unfortunately, when I’m taking a nap. 
There also have been random times 
when I try to nap and someone knocks 
at the door. So, not only am I being 
awoken, but I have to answer the door 
in that half sleep state: really disoriented 
with messed up hair, and, of course, red 
marks and lines on my face.
In other cases, I’ve tried to nap while 
people are skateboarding outside my 
window. In fact, I wrote an article on 
this subject last semester, just because it 
was quite a funny experience. Actually, 
bringing up that article, I did get a quite 
interesting comment on it. It was at a 
gathering with a bunch of us sitting 
around a table. We were conversing 
about whatnot when out of the blue this 
boy mentions to the rest of the group, 
“I’d really like to punch the girl who 
wrote about the skateboarders outside her 
room.” So I look up, blink my eyes for a 
few seconds, and ponder if I should either 
run from the table or admit that I was the 
writer. I chose the latter, and it was a 
pretty interesting scenario to say the least 
(as I watched his reaction when he 
realized that his wish could come true). 
No harm done, I wasn’t punched of 
course. He felt a little bad after he 
realized I was the writer anyway.
Now, let me get back on topic, the 
point I’m trying to make is it’d be nice 
to take a nap once in a while. I don’t get 
the chance to do it often because I’m 
always so busy. But, there are the times 
when I lie down and I just know there’s 
someone above sending me phone calls, 
visitors, instant messages and who knows 
what other interruptions to ruin the little 
time I have to myself. So, yes, when it 
comes to napping in privacy, nothing else 
can compare to being in the comforts of 
home. Oh, and the inspiration for this 
article was earlier this afternoon. I tried 
to take a nap and I got like five phone 
calls along with roommates wandering 
in and out of the room. That’s when I 
thought it was time to vent these 
frustrations to everyone else on the PC 
campus. Happy napping, if you’re lucky!
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Hearing that you have breast cancer is so traumatic that, for a white, you simply can't process 
anything else. But once your new reality sets in, you're going to have questions. Give us a call at 800-ACS-2345 
any time, day or night, and we'll help you find the answers. We'll also put you in touch with 
a Reach to Recovery® volunteer—a breast cancer survivor who will share her experience with you 
to help you cope and make decisions. By gathering all the information and hearing a true story
of survival, you will start to see yourself on the other side of this battle. We'd like to help.
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SENIORS
Please submit your candid 
photos to be included in 
the yearbook ASAP!
We especially need photos of 
Christmas and the holidays, 
and also campus living.
Drop off the photos in 
Slavin 102 and label the back 
with your name and home 
address so we can return them.
Be in your yearbook!
BOP Presents...
Taste
^orid
February 15 2-5 pm 
On Slavin Lawn
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What PC "torture" do you wish 
your parents had to endure?
“Paying $150 for a science book and get­
ting only $2.25 back.” 
Scott Seseske ’04
“The dead skunks on Huxley.” 
Liz Barry ’02
“The walk of shame.”
Regretful Rita ’02
“Coming back to find a pile of soggy laundry 
and no free dryers.”
Megan Healy ’03
“Waiting twenty minutes to shower 
with sandals and a caddy.” 
Alexis Burgos ’04
“The McDermott bathroom on a Saturday morning.” 
Jim Sisson ’05 Matt Pepe ’05
Rebecca and Uncle Jesse
The sketchy walk to 7-11.
(see Commentary’s Tangents and Tirades)
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The PC Scoreboard
Athletes of the Week
Michal Epstein
(Freshman - Rehovot, Israel)
Epstein scored a career-high 23 points and matches a career-high 
with eight rebounds for the Women’s Basketball team in an 85-61 
loss to No. 1 ranked UConn on Feb. 3. Epstein connected on 7- 
of-10 field goal attempts, including 4-of-6 from three-point range 
and 5-of-6 from the free throw line. Epstein’s 23 points and eight 
rebounds were game highs on the day.
Roisin McGettigan
(Junior - Wicklow, Ireland)
McGettigan became the first member of the Women’s 
Indoor Track team to gain an automatic qualifying bid to the 
NCAA Indoor Track Championships. McGettigan ran the 
mile in 4:44.27 despite recovering from a cold at the Boston 
University Invitational on Feb. 5. The time was fast 
enough for the automatic bid.
John Linehan
(Senior - Chester, Pa.)
Linehan registered nine steals, six assists and 13 points in PC’s 
64-61 win against Boston College on Feb. 2. In the Friars’ loss 
to UConn on Feb. 5, his three steals were enough to give him 199 
career steals in Big East games, breaking the previous mark of 
197 held by PC alum Eric Murdock. Linehan is now just 24 
away from breaking Murdock’s NCAA All-Time mark of 376.
Men ’s Basketball
Overall Standings
BIG EAST “East” Division
BIG EAST “West” Division
Women ’s Basketball
Overall Standings
BIG EAST Conference
Men’s Hockey Standings Women’s Hockey Standings
This Week’s Schedule
Team W L Pct.
Pittsburgh 7 3 .700
Syracuse 7 3 .700
Notre Dame 5 3 .625
Georgetown 5 4 .556
Rutgers 5 4 .556
Seton Hall 4 5 .444
West Virginia 1 8 .111
Team W L Pct.
UConn 10 0 1.000
B.C. 8 2 .800
Notre Dame 8 2 .800
Virginia Tech 7 3 .700
Syracuse 6 3 .667
Villanova 6 4 .600
Miami 7 5 .583.
Rutgers 4 5 .444
West Virginia 4 5 .444
Seton Hall 3 7 .300
Georgetown 3 7 .300
Providence 2 7 .222
Pittsburgh 1 9 .100
St. John’s 0 10 .000
Team GP
Hockev East
W L T Pts.
Overall
GP W
!
L T
New Hampshire 17 11 3 3 25 27 19 5 3
Maine 16 10 3 3 23 28 16 7 5
Boston U. 17 10 5 2 22 26 17 7 2
UMass-Lowell 16 9 6 1 19 26 17 8 1
Northeastern 17 8 7 2 18 28 15 10 3
Providence 17 8 8 1 17 29 13 13 3
Boston College 17 6 10 1 13 28 13 13 2
Merrimack 17 3 12 2 8 27 8 17 2
UMass-Amherst 18 3 14 1 7 28 8 19 1
Team
ECAC Eastern
GP W L T Pts. GP
Overall
W L T
Niagara 15 13 2 0 26 25 19 6 0
Northeastern 15 13 2 0 26 26 23 3 0
New Hampshire 14 8 5 1 17 27 15 10 2
Connecticut 16 7 8 1 15 26 10 14 2
Providence 13 6 5 2 14 25 12 10 3
Maine 16 5 9 2 12 27 13 12 2
Boston College 15 3 10 2 8 24 7 14 3
Quinnipiac 14 0 14 0 0 23 3 18 2
Team Fri Sat Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs
Indoor
Track
@ Valentine 
Invit.
(Boston U.)
Men’s
Hockey
vs. UMass-
Lowell 
7:00 PM
@ New
Hampshire 
4:00 PM
Women’s 
Hockey
@
Quinnipiac 
7:00 PM
vs. 
Quinnipiac 
7:00 PM
@ Brown
7:00 PM
Men’s
Basketball
vs. Virginia 
Tech 
7:30 PM
@ Boston 
College 
7:00 PM
Women’s
Basketball
vs.
Syracuse
1:00 PM
vs. Virginia 
Tech 
7:00 PM
Swimming
Team W L Pct.
UConn 7 2 .778
Miami 7 3 .700
B.C. 4 4 .500
St. John’s 5 5 .500
Villanova 4 6 .400
Providence 4 6 .400
Virginia Tech 0 9 .000
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McGettigan 
qualifies 
for NCAA
Next week in
Cowl
Championships
An exclusive interview with 
the new man in charge
by Philippe Carson ’04
Sports Staff
On Tuesday, Feb. 5, the Women’s 
Track team had a chance to shine as they 
competed at the Boston University 
Invitational without the Men’s team. The 
meet consisted of teams from Boston 
University, Boston College, and 
Providence College, and was the second- 
to-last meet before both the Men and 
Women start their championship runs.
“This was good meet put on by 
Boston University to get three strong 
distance programs together in order to 
get some fast times before the conference 
championships two weeks away,” said 
Head Coach Ray Treacy.
The meet was highlighted by some 
strong performances from a number of 
runners. The most notable effort was by 
junior Roisin McGettigan, who turned 
in a tremendous race by running the mile 
in 4:44.27, a time that was fast enough 
to qualify her for the automatic NCAA 
bid. She is currently the only member 
of the Women’s Track team to qualify 
for the NCAA Championships.
“Qualifying for the NCAA’s is a great 
feeling. It took a lot of hard work, but it 
is nice to have the burden lifted,” said 
McGettigan. “The pacing of the race 
was perfect, which really helped me out. 
I had not been feeling well because of a 
cold but I knew I was not going to have 
another chance with perfect conditions 
so I put it behind me and kept up with 
the pace runners.”
“With Roisin qualified for the 
NCAA’s we can now focus on getting a 
distance medley team qualified,” said 
Treacy.
However, McGettigan was not the 
only one to have a solid meet. Freshman 
Deirdre Byrne and junior Emer O’Shea 
both competed in the 800 meters, a race 
that literally came down to the wire. 
Byrne got edged out at the finish line by
a Boston University runner as she 
finished second with a time of 2:14.41, 
just .12 seconds behind the winner. 
O’Shea was right on at the heals of her 
teammate as she placed third with a time 
of 2:15.09. Their times were good 
enough to qualify both of them for the 
ECAC and Big East Championships.
“This was a good meet and I am 
generally pleased with my performance. 
We had good pace keepers in order to 
get the times we needed. However, I felt 
I could have gotten a faster time in the 
800 meters,” said Byrne.
McGettigan, Byrne, and O’Shea will 
now sit out the Valentine Invitational in 
order to be well rested for the Big East 
Championships in two weeks.
Another member of the team who 
stepped up at the meet was senior 
Kathryn Casserly, who finished second 
in the 3,000 meters with a time of 
9:46.67, qualifying her for Big East and 
ECAC Championship meets.
Freshman Mary Cullen and 
sophomore Lisa Cappello also had a 
strong meet as the pair finished fourth 
and fifth respectively in the mile run with 
times of 4:59.66 and 5:01.94. Their 
times qualified both of them for the Big 
East Championship meet.
Sophomore Emily Tallen also 
qualified for the Big East Championship, 
finishing seventh in the 3,000 meters 
with a time of 10:13.35.
The next meet for both the Women 
and Men’s teams will be the Valentine 
Invitational on Saturday, Feb. 9, at 
Boston University.
“For this meet, everyone is going to 
drop down in distance. Hamish will run 
in the mile to try along with Dylan 
Wykes, who will also be striving for his 
personal best time,” said Treacy. “This 
meet will also be an opportunity for Liam 
Reale to get his first race in since an 
injury forced him out. He will be 
competing in the 1,000 meters.”
The Wffing Center
A peer tutoring center designed to provide 
guidance and encouragement to all writers.
Hours: Monday- Thursday
12:30-2:50 & 7-9
Located in the Library Basement Room 
104, x2095
Come at any stage in the writing 
process!
Drop in or make an appointment. 
Be sure to bring your paper assignment 
and notes, rough draft, or some sample 
of your writing.
Athletic Director 
Bob Driscoll
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II-point half Big East record
-Continued from back page-
BC’s Bell and sent him to the line - thus 
eliminating the possibility of a game 
tying three-pointer.
“I wasn’t going to have someone 
drain a three with five seconds remaining 
on me,” explained Welsh. “No way.”
Bell hit both free throws to bring BC 
back within one, but sophomore Sheiku 
Kabba was fouled off the inbounds once 
more and hit both foul shots to bring 
home a huge win for the Friars.
“It’s a big win, especially against 
Boston College,” said Laksa, who 
finished the day with 13 points and seven 
rebounds. “Last year, they took away 
the league championship from us, so we 
really wanted to win today.”
Linehan also led the Friars on the day 
with 13 points, six assists, and almost- 
criminal nine steals. More importantly, 
however, Linehan shut down his All- 
American candidate counterpart, Bell, on 
the afternoon, limiting him to just 12 
points for the game on a 4-of-ll day 
from the field.
“[Bell] is definitely a tough match 
up for me because he has so much to his 
game,” said Linehan. “I can’t leave him 
open because he’ll make a big shot.”
Freshman Ryan Gomes also played 
well for the Friars as he finished with 12 
points and 12 rebounds for his third 
double-double of the season.
The Friars led 34-25 at the end of the 
first half, with PC’s zone defense causing 
much trouble for the Eagles. BC’s trio 
of Bell, Sydney and Walls were forced 
to take many off-balanced shots along 
the perimeter, several of which were 
taken as the shot clock expired. In fact, 
at one point, BC went over five minutes 
without a point.
“BC really didn’t have an answer for 
the zone,” said Linehan. “They hit some 
shots, but as a whole, I think our zone 
was pretty good.”
Boston College outscored Providence 
22-13 to start off the second half, and 
took the lead for the first time since early 
in the first half, 52-50, on a three-pointer 
by senior Brian Ross. Providence stayed 
in the fight, however, and hit5-of-7 from 
the line at the end of the game to preserve 
the victory.
The Friars’ game against UConn on 
Tuesday was different, however.
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John Linehan held BC’s Troy Bell to just 11 shots on Saturday afternoon.
In fact, it was downright ugly.
Providence scored just II points in 
the first half against the Huskies, a Big 
East record for fewest points scored in a 
half. Miami had the previous low of 12 
in a game against St. John’s in 1992.
Making just four field goals in that 
half, a 12 percent effort, the Friars could 
not dig themselves out from the 22-point 
half time deficit and lost to UConn for 
the second time this year.
“Obviously we came out of the gate 
and played with no real confidence,” said 
a dejected Welsh after the game. “You 
dig yourself in a hole against a good 
basketball team on the road like that, and 
you’re in deep trouble. I thought we 
played really, really tentative.”
After the Huskies jumped out to an 
early 7-0 advantage, three quick buckets 
by the Friars brought the score to a close 
7-6. After UConn Head Coach Jim 
Calhoun called timeout, the Huskies 
responded by going on another 8-0 run 
to lead, 15-6, at 11:57.
The game remained at that score until 
Kabba hit a three-pointer from the comer 
to bring PC within six, 15-9, with 8:26 
remaining in the half. Unfortunately for 
the Friars, they did not make another 
field goal for the rest of the half, and 
watched as UConn poured on an 18-2 
run to close out the half.
“We played soft,” said Welsh. “We 
played like we were playing against a 
team that was 16 levels higher than us 
and that was upsetting. We let their 
defense dictate our offense, and anytime 
that happens, you have no chance to 
score.”
Noticeably absent from the Friars 
lineup was junior guard Abdul Mills, 
who sat out the game with a strained 
groin pull. Mills played 28 minutes 
against Boston College on Saturday, but 
apparently re-aggravated an injury that 
had been giving him major problems the 
past few weeks. Mills had been trying 
to rehab his injury in Taylor Natatorium 
the past few weeks, but after trying to 
warm up Tuesday night, could not go 
against the Huskies.
“That hurt a lot,” explained Linehan 
of Mills’s absence. “He’s a big offensive 
threat, and without him, UConn was able 
to get out and pressure us a lot more 
without him on the floor.”
The Friars came out looking much 
stronger in the second half, and 
outscored UConn 45-34 in the half. 
Additionally, PC switched from their 
zone defense - which UConn had picked 
apart in the first half of play - to a semi 
effective man defense that, at one point, 
held the Huskies without a field goal for 
eight minutes.
Despite shooting 50 percent in the 
second half - including an 8-for-13,61.5 
percent effort from behind the arc — the 
Friars could not climb out of the grave 
they dug for themselves in the first half.
A three-pointer and lay-in from Laksa 
brought PC within 12, but no closer. 
Providence tried trapping the Huskies 
with their full-court press, but it was 
ineffective; every time the Huskies got 
to half court, UConn found forwards 
Johnnie Selvie or Emeka Okafor for an 
easy lay-in or dunk. Selvie and Okafor 
combined for UConn’s final 13 points.
If there was any positive on the night 
for the Friars, it was Linehan, whose 
three steals was enough to give him 199 
career steals in Big East games, breaking 
the previous mark of 197 held by 
Providence alum Eric Murdock. 
Linehan, who has 353 career steals, is 
now just 24 away from breaking 
Murdock’s NCAA All-Time mark of 
376.
The Huskies played the second half 
without Head Coach Jim Calhoun, who 
did not return for the second half after 
receiving “the bad end of a tuna 
sandwich” he had eaten earlier that 
afternoon. Associate head coach Dave 
Leitao directed the team the rest of the 
way.
Selvie and Ben Gorden each had 14 
apiece for the Huskies, who have now 
beaten the Friars in seven of its last eight 
meetings.
Next on the schedule for the Friars is 
Virginia Tech, whom PC will host 
Saturday, Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. With the 
parity that is in the Big East Conference, 
even a Hokies team that is 0-9 in the 
conference this season is not a sure win 
for the Friars.
Madl named new Field Hockey coach
After conducting a national search for 
a new Field Hockey coach, Providence 
College Athletic Director Bob Driscoll 
named former Olympian Diane Madl as 
Bill Davidson’s replacement on Feb. 4.
A search committee, headed by 
Senior Women’s Administrator Jill 
LaPoint, began accepting applications 
for the coaching position last November. 
According to LaPoint, the Athletic 
Department was looking for someone 
who has extensive knowledge of the 
game, as well as strong leadership 
qualities. In the end, it was Madl who 
best fit the qualifications the committee 
sought.
Madl, who is expected to begin a new 
era in Field Hockey at PC, was a 
member of the U.S. National Field 
Hockey Team and participated in the 
1996 Olympics, World Cup, Pan 
American Games, and the World 
University Games.
Madl was a successful collegiate 
hockey player as well. She graduated 
from UConn in 1989 after compiling All 
America, Academic All -America, and 
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship honors 
for field hockey. She also won the 1989 
Honda Broderick Award, which is given 
to the best collegiate field hockey player 
in the country.
The Athletic Department was hoping 
to find someone who would turn around 
the Field Hockey program at PC. Under 
Davidson, the Friars compiled a 30-50 
record and did not qualify for the Big 
East Tournament this season. The 
college wanted a coach who could turn 
the program into a legitimate Division I 
power.
“What we’re looking for is a gradual 
success, and improving the program to 
put us on the national scale,” said then 
Interim AD Mark Devine in November. 
“We’re looking for someone with some 
vision, maybe a little different 
philosophy in where our program should 
be. When the girls step on the field next 
year, we want them thinking NCAA 
Tournament; we want them thinking Big 
East Championship.”
Madl, who most recently held an 
assistant coaching position at the 
University of Maine, has the experience 
and the knowledge that the Athletic 
Department is hoping will turn the Field 
Hockey program around.
compiled by Virginia Cheng ’03
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Seniors swim to success
Freshman diver Moden-Cohen qualifies for ECACs
by Paul Whitty ’03
Sports Staff
Saturday, Feb. 2, was the last home 
meet for the 2001-02 Providence College 
Swimming and Diving Teams. The 
Friars hosted the University of Vermont, 
who they faced earlier in the season at 
the Harold Anderson Invitational. In the 
prior meeting the Men’s team beat UVM 
by 34 points, and the Women beat UVM 
by two points.
Since it was the last home meet of 
the season at Taylor Natatorium, the 
seniors were honored in a brief ceremony 
before the start of the competition. The 
coaching staff and the rest of the team 
used Senior Day as a chance to thank 
the seniors for their years of hard work 
and devotion to the team and to 
Providence College.
Head Coach Michelle Gacio 
introduced the seniors individually and 
gave a short speech complimenting each 
athlete. It was an emotional day for the 
seniors, a lot of family and friends were 
in attendance to support them and cheer 
them on. The parents also organized a 
banquet for the team after the meet.
The results of the competition were 
mixed, with the PC Women winning 144 
to 97 while the Men’s team lost a close 
one. 111 to 100.
In addition to winning the meet, the 
Women’s team had another athlete 
qualify for the ECAC Championships. 
Freshman diver Jamie Moden-Cohen 
qualified in the 1-meter dive, recording 
a score of 329.92 points to surpass the 
ECAC standard of 325.
“Making ECAC’s was a goal I’ve had 
all season,” said Moden-Cohen, “It had 
turned into more of a hope than a goal, 
though, so when I found out I had 
qualified, it was a big surprise.”
She thanked Diving Coach Newell 
Roberts, coach Gacio, and the team for 
being so supportive of her, especially the 
seniors. Moden-Cohen joins sophomore 
Kathryn Donovan as the only other 
swimmer to qualify for ECAC’s so far this 
season. Donovan has qualified in the 200, 
500 and 5,000-meter freestyle events.
In the Men’s competition, the Friars lost 
the meet by only 11 points. Considering 
that the Men have been competing with 
only eight swimmers, it was impressive 
that the meet was so close.
“Our men’s team did better than we 
expected in some events, but not as well 
as we could have in other events,” said 
Gacio, “But overall it was a positive 
performance. We’ll just have to get 
[UVM] next year.”
Looking at individual performances, 
the seniors made the most of their final 
home meet with a number of great races. 
On the Women’s side, senior Lauren 
DeGray won both the 400-meter freestyle 
and 800-meter freestyle. Senior Allison 
Buckley was another double event winner 
in the 200-meter freestyle and the 200- 
meter backstroke. Senior Lee Barnum 
won the 200-meter individual medley and 
the 200-meter butterfly. Senior Nicole 
Mancini earned first place in the 200-meter 
medley relay with her relay partners of 
junior Kate Fuller, Barnum, and Buckley.
On the Men’s side, senior Michael 
Maloney took first in the 1-meter diving 
event. Senior David Applegate helped 
bring the 200-meter medley relay team a
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Senior Lee Barnum won two events against Vermont this weekend.
victory along with his teammates 
junior Tom Darrow, sophomore Pat 
Franzen, and sophomore Bryan Flynn.
The seniors weren’t the only ones 
doing the damage. Sophomore Pat 
Kavanagh won the 800-meter freestyle 
and the 400-meter freestyle. Flynn and 
freshman Matt Raske finished one and 
two in the 50-meter freestyle. Fuller 
won both the 50-meter freestyle and 
200-meter backstroke. In diving, 
Moden-Cohen and junior Mary Burke 
took first and second in the optional 
1-meter dive.
Senior Keith Chobot was doing his 
part by finishing third in the 200-meter 
freestyle, fourth in the 200-meter 
backstroke, and fourth in the 400-meter 
freestyle. The men’s meet was so close 
that every point was important. Every 
Friar competed in at least three events, 
but unfortunately it was not quite 
enough.
The next meet for the PC swim teams 
is the Rutgers Invitational on Feb. 16. 
Rutgers will be an important meet in 
terms of recording qualifying times, 
because it is the last meet before the Big 
East Championships and ECAC’s.
“We are hoping to make more ECAC 
cuts at Rutgers,” said Gacio, “We have 
about five or six swimmers that are very 
close.”
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Trippany’s journey nears end
by Mary Allietta ’05
Sports Staff
When some people face bumps in the 
road they usually opt for a different path. 
However, that is not true in the case of 
Dani Trippany, a fifth year student and 
member of the Women’s basketball 
team. Despite the constant nagging of 
stress fractures and other injuries that 
ultimately led to her decision to red-shirt 
for a year, Trippany proved what a 
person could get through hard work and 
dedication.
“Dani is a player who has grown 
tremendously in her five years,” said 
Head Coach Jim Jabir. “She is a leader 
and the player we thought she had the 
potential to be.”
Trippany came to PC from Massena, 
New York, a small town located near the 
Canadian border.
“I decided to come here because of 
the people, the academic reputation, and 
the coaching staff,” said Trippany, who 
was a member of Coach Jim Jabir’s first 
recruiting class after he took over the 
program.
Trippany began her basketball career 
injury-free. That, however, could not be 
said for the following three seasons. 
During her sophomore year, Trippany 
began to compile a long list of injuries 
that unfortunately characterize her career 
for the Friars.
Trippany suffered a stress fracture in 
her foot at the beginning of her 
sophomore year. Since the injury 
occurred so early into the season, 
Trippany had a tough decision to make: 
whether to be a medical red shirt or 
continue the season.
“I decided to red-shirt,” she said. “It 
worked out well because I ended up 
suffering two more stress fractures at the 
end of the season. Coach Jabir and my 
parents, George and Carolyn Trippany, 
were very supportive of me while I made 
my decision.”
If an athlete decides to be a medical 
red-shirt, the NCAA must approve it and 
the athlete is allowed to play in no more
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In life, you have to take 
those bumps and not let 
them take you.
Dani Trippany
than twenty percent of the games. While 
the Trippany lost her eligibility for her 
sophomore year, she regained it in a fifth 
year.
“The year [she red-shirted] allowed 
her to have one more year of 
maturation,” said Coach Jabir. “But the 
year itself is not easy for an athlete. She 
had to sit out the games, but could 
participate in practice.”
Trippany practiced with the team and 
only played in one game. While she was 
not on her feet for basketball, she was 
using crutches almost constantly. With 
a smile she recalls how her professors 
even noticed her.
“It got to the point that I was using 
crutches so much that professors would 
joke with me when I did not have them,” 
said Trippany. “They would ask, ‘where 
are your sticks today?”’
As a junior, Trippany returned to 
playing in games and suffered yet 
another stress fracture. However, she 
continued to play. She also suffered a 
pre-stress fracture, a stress fracture 
would develop if she continued to play, 
during her senior year.
Currently in her fifth year, Trippany 
has been more injury free than in the past 
four years.
“I have shin splints, but no stress 
fractures. For precautionary measures, I 
do not practice as much,” said Trippany. 
“I do as much as possible — everything 
but full court drills and sprints. The new 
floor helps as well; it has more give than 
the old one.”
Trippany’s play this year has drawn 
the attention of her coach and those in 
the Big East. “Dani is now the type of 
player other coaches watch out for,” said 
Jabir. “She has a great touch with the ball 
and is a good shooter for someone her 
size. She is one of the most skilled
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centers in the Big East.”
“Being my last, I wish that this season 
had gone better,” said Trippany. “The 
players on the team are great this season. 
We have had some big games, some 
close games, and some tough games.”
The Friars began the season with a 
7-4 record, their best so far in Trippany’s 
career. However, the Friars started to 
suffer some tough losses during their 
difficult schedule. Providence lost to the 
defending National Champions of the 
University of Notre Dame twice, and just 
last Sunday, they lost to the top-ranked 
UConn Huskies, 85-61.
Freshman Michal Epstein had a 
game-high 23 points for PC. She was 
seven-for-ten at the free throw line and 
four-for-six in three-pointers. With the 
loss, Providence’s record stands at 8-12, 
2-7 in conference play.
“The Big East conference is a tough 
one to play in, especially when you face 
teams like the UConn and Notre Dame,” 
said Trippany. “You have to work so hard 
to stay competitive.”
Trippany earned her bachelor’s degree 
in education last spring and is now 
working towards a Masters degree in 
special education. Because she was an 
education major, Trippany was a student 
teacher during the final semester of her 
senior year, something that is not very 
easy for an athlete.
“It was a hard to build up a morale 
with the kids when you have to leave for 
games,” she said. “But the teachers were 
wonderful with my situation and it 
worked out.”
Despite the obstacles, Trippany 
persevered and gained wisdom along the 
way. “It was a bumpy road,” she admits. 
“But, in life, you have to take those 
bumps and not let them take you.”
27 Clyde St.
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, rec 
room, washer/ dryer, big 
driveway, and a garage. 
$1600/ month. Available May 
2002.
*** APARTMENTS FOR 
RENT *** 95 Oakland Ave - 
Very nice building 3 
apartments starting May 2002. 
2 and 3 bedrooms, Heat 
included, laundry in basement, 
lots of parking $650 / $950. 
Call Immediately! Brian 617- 
797-2898.
190 Veazie St.
Contains 4 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom, washer/ dryer, very 
big yard, and fenced in parking. 
$1350/ month. Available March 
2002.
ADOPTION Young, loving, 
happily married couple 
interesting in adopting a 
baby. Please call Matt and 
Robin 1-800-484-6411 
Pin#6463.
Want to be seen by over 
4,000 people each week? 
This space could be 
yours!
Contact The Cowl at 
x2214 about advertising 
in the classified section!
Spring Break Tickets! Get 
a FREE MTV audience 
ticket to select shows when 
you book your Spring 
Break through 
StudentCity.com! Go to 
MTV.com or call 
StudentCity.com at 1-800- 
293-1443 for details! Tours
A FREE SPRING BREAK!
Hottest Destinations/ Parties!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
Best Airlines/ Hotels!
Free Booze/ Food!
2 Free Trips on 15 Sales.
Eam Cash! Group Discounts!
Book online www.sunsplashtours. 
1-800-426-7710
com
Spring Break Super Sale!
Book your trip with 
StudentCity.com and save up to 
$100 per person to Cancun, 
Bahamas, Jamaica, Padre, and 
Florida. Most popular student 
hotels including the Oasis and 
the Nassau Marriott Crystal 
Palace! Prices start at $399!
Sale ends soon! CALL NOW! 1- 
800-293-1443 or go to 
StudentCity.com!
Spring Break Vacations! Best 
’rices Guaranteed! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Book 
Early & get free meal plan. Now 
tiring Campus Reps. 1-800-234- 
7007 endlesssummertours.com
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Top teams take down PC Women
by Virginia Cheng ’03
Asst. Sports Editor
Missed opportunities, costly 
mistakes, and untimely 
penalties were the undoing of 
the Women’s Hockey team last 
weekend as the Friars suffered 
their first two losses of 2002. 
They fell to No. 2 Northeastern 
on Friday, 5-1, and came up 
short against No. 4 Dartmouth 
on Sunday, losing 4-3.
“We have to stop shooting 
ourselves in the foot,” said Head 
Coach Bob Deraney.
Sunday’s game against 
Dartmouth was an all-out 
slugfest. Nineteen penalties 
were dished out by the referees 
as a battle brewed out on the ice 
between the two teams. PC was 
hit with nine of the penalties, 
and two of those were majors.
As the tempers were flaring, 
sophomore Meredith Roth 
actually kicked one of the Big 
Green players in the stomach 
during the first period, earning 
her a five-minute major and a 
game misconduct dis­
qualification. In the second 
period, sophomore Kelli 
Halcisak took her stick to 
another Big Green player and 
was penalized with a five- 
minute butt-ending major, 
which resulted in another game 
misconduct disqualification.
“We have no one to blame 
but ourselves,” said Deraney. 
“When you take a penalty, you 
join [the other team] against 
us.”
The loss was especially 
disappointing for the Friars 
because they got off to a quick 
start. Freshman Rush 
Zimmerman scored the first 
goal of the game on a power 
play advantage, assisted by 
senior captain Kim Mathias and 
junior assistant captain Jenn 
Butsch. After falling behind 3- 
1 in the third period, the Friars 
rallied back to tie the game with 
less than eight minutes 
remaining.
“We were just pressing in the 
third period,” said Deraney. 
“We never stopped trying. 
Losing never entered our minds. 
We felt there was no way we 
were going to lose this game.”
Unfortunately for PC, a 
lapse in defense cost the Friars 
the game. Dartmouth scored the 
game-winning goal with just 
1:58 left in the final period.
“The puck was on the goal 
line and someone tapped it in,” 
said Butsch. “It wasn’t even a 
good goal, which was 
disappointing. I think we 
panicked a little bit.”
Both the Friars and the Big 
Green made 31 shots on goal 
and both teams had ample 
scoring opportunities, but it was 
Dartmouth that finally pulled 
through in the end.
“We didn’t capitalize,” said 
Butsch. “There were a few 
open nets that we missed. I had 
a breakaway and I missed it. We 
should have put them away and 
we didn’t.”
On a brighter note, Mathias 
tallied one goal and two assists 
during the game, which puts her 
over the century mark in career 
points. She now has 101 points 
on the all-time scoring list at 
Providence.
However, against 
Northeastern on Friday, the
PC’s Jenn Butsch (8) tries to keep up with a Northeastern forward
Friars were unable to find the 
back of the net despite several 
legitimate scoring oppor­
tunities. PC out-shot the 
Huskies 38-15, but poor shifts 
by the Friar special teams 
proved to be costly.
The Huskies were able to put 
in two shorthanded and two 
power play goals while the 
Friars were only able to muster 
one power play goal on a 
smoking slap shot by Halcisak. 
Northeastern’s Brooke Whitney 
contributed a hat trick.
“We were out-executed,” 
said Deraney. “On the power 
play we let up and they worked 
even harder, and that was the 
game.”
Freshman goaltender Amy 
Thomas seemed a bit rusty 
between the posts and was 
replaced by sophomore Amy 
Quinlan after she let in 
Northeastern’s first four goals.
Friday’s game was also full 
of penalties - 12 altogether. In 
the third period, it seemed as 
though the referees were trying 
to see how many people they 
could pile into the penalty box.
After two Huskies roughed 
up Halcisak and were both hit 
with penalties, the physical 
aspect of the game picked up 
considerably. The refs, 
however, were ready with their 
whistles and quickly sent 
players to the box before any 
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Friday night.
battles broke out on the ice. At 
one point, there were four 
Huskies and two Friars 
crammed in their respective 
penalty boxes.
The Friars look to have an 
easier match up this weekend 
with two games against the 
ECAC Eastern League 
basement-dweller, Quinnipiac. 
The Braves are 0-14-0 so far in 
league play. The Friars still 
need to improve on their 6-5-2 
league record in order to secure 
home ice advantage for the 
playoffs. Saturday’s game will 
be home at 7 p.m. in Schneider 
Arena.
Kelly leads way for PC over Minutemen
-Continued from back page-
stated Head Coach Paul Pooley. “We 
passed up too many chances to shoot. 
We got away from our game plan. This 
was a huge game for both teams.”
Northeastern got on the scoreboard 
first at 5:19 of the first period when 
freshman Jason Guerriero fired the puck, 
which trickled under the pads of junior 
goaltender Nolan Schaefer.
“It’s hard game every time we come 
here,” said Schaefer, who finished the 
game with 35 saves. “A couple of times 
1 think that maybe we are not prepared 
for the hard game, the whole 60 
minutes.”
With 1:49 remaining in the first 
period, the Friars came back to tie the 
score at one when junior Doug Wright 
tipped home a shot from classmate 
Michael Lucci. Arguably, the line of 
Wright, Lucci, and sophomore Jonathan 
Goodwin was the most consistent on 
both ends of the ice for the Friars against 
Northeastern.
In the second period, however, 
Northeastern regained the lead and never 
looked back. Senior Chris Lynch 
backhanded a shot past Schaefer at the 
3:44 mark, but the crushing blow came 
when sophomore Brian Turdrick found 
junior Mike Ryan all alone striding into 
the Friar zone and fed Ryan with a great 
pass that Schaefer had no chance of 
stopping. Ryan’s goal gave Northeastern 
a commanding 3-1 lead, prompting 
Pooley to call a timeout to try and rally 
the Friars.
The Friars responded well to the 
timeout, coming back to make the score 
3-2 when Lucci tipped home 
DiSalvatore’s shot from the point on a 
power play advantage.
Just after the conclusion of the second 
period, an all-out brawl ensued in which 
38 penalty minuets were handed out to 
both teams, with Wright getting the extra 
two minutes for instigating the fight. The 
fight set the tone for the third period, as 
the play for both teams became chippy.
The Friars played their most 
undisciplined period of hockey of the 
season in the third period as players that 
usually do not take penalties, senior 
Marc Suderman and junior co-captain 
Devin Rask, where forced to sit, making 
the Friars play defensively instead of 
trying to get the equalizer.
The Friars’s best chance to score 
came with about 15 seconds remaining 
in the contest. With Schaefer pulled for 
the extra attacker, senior Peter Fregoe 
found himself wide open down low with 
Northeastern goaltender Keni Gibson 
out of position, but Fregoe rushed the 
shot, clanking the puck off the post. 
Gibson then made a great save on senior 
Drew Omicioli with seven seconds left, 
preserving the hard fought victory for 
Northeastern.
“I don’t think that we played that 
bad,” said Schaefer. “We have to keep 
our heads up and keep working hard. I 
think that things are going to come 
around.”
The next night, the Friars rebounded 
from the tough loss to Northeastern to 
post a 3-2 victory over UMass-Amherst 
at the Mullins Center. Sophomore Regan 
Kelly led the charge offensively with two 
goals, including the game winner in the 
third period.
“Regan has started to play well for 
us,” stated Pooley. “It was a good team 
effort and a good road win. We did what 
we had to do and it was a nice bounce 
back win from Friday night’s 
disappointing loss.”
After a scoreless first period, Fregoe 
scored at the 14:04 mark of the second 
period off of a nice feed from 
DiSalvatore, who finished the game with 
two assists.
Amherst came back to tie the score 
less than a minute later when freshman 
Josh Hanson scored on a backhand shot. 
Kelly took over from that point on, 
showing the form that made him part of 
the Hockey East All-Rookie Team last 
season.
Just 26 seconds after Hanson scored, 
the Friars regained the lead when Kelly 
put home Omicioli’s centering. Kelly 
made the score 3-1 just under three 
minutes into the third period when he 
banged home a rebound. For Kelly, they 
were goals number five and six of the 
season.
“It was a nice rebound goal; Regan 
just drilled it home,” said Pooley. “It was 
a big goal for us.”
When Amherst scored at the 4:01 
mark of the third period to pull within 
one goal, 3-2, Schaefer stood tall in 
between the pipes for the Friars down 
the stretch, recording 13 saves in the 
third period and finishing with 28 saves 
for the game.
With the split over the weekend, the 
friars now stand at 8-8-1 in Hockey East 
play, 13-13-3 overall.
The Friars will return home to the 
confines of Schneider Arena with a 
critical match-up against No. 12 UMass- 
Lowell on Friday, Feb. 8 for a 7:00 p.m. 
face off. Lowell is currently two points 
ahead of the Friars in the Hockey East 
standings, so it is imperative that the 
Friars play a full 60 minutes. Lowell 
does come into the game shorted, losing 
three players to the French Olympic 
Team.
The Friars will then travel to No.3 
New Hampshire on Sunday, Feb. 10. 
Last month, the Friars went up to UNH 
and upset the Wildcats 4-3.
Ecstasy and Agony
Friars’ team effort takes out BC, falls apart at UConn
by R.J. Friedman ’03
Sports Editor
Fans of Providence College 
Men’s Basketball were taken on 
a roller-coaster ride of emotion 
this past week.
The joys of a hard-fought, 
64-61 victory over rival Boston 
College on Saturday, Feb. 2 
were quelled just three days 
later, where the Friars’ 4-for-34 
downward spiral of a first half 
effort resulted in a 67-56 loss to 
the University of Connecticut.
Where the Friars go from 
here? At this point, it is 
anyone’s guess.
The Friars pulled out 
arguably their biggest win of the 
season to date on Saturday 
against the Eagles. Despite 
losing an 11-point lead in the 
second half, Providence had 
several of its players step up 
when they were needed to bring 
home a much-needed win for 
the Friars.
With BC up by one, 56-55, 
with just one a minute 
remaining in the game, 
sophomore Maris Laksa 
dropped a huge three-pointer in 
the far left corner as the shot 
clock dwindled down.
“I just had to shoot it,” said 
Laksa after the game. “I wasn’t 
thinking about anything - that’s 
my shot.”
Laksa’s three-pointer put 
Providence up by two, and BC 
sophomore Ryan Sidney missed 
his three-point attempt. 
Freshman Rob Sanders, who 
grabbed the rebound, was 
fouled and sent to the line for a 
crucial one-and-one.
Sanders nailed both ends of 
the one-and-one to put the Friars 
up by four, 60-56. However, off 
the inbounds pass, the Eagles’ 
Troy Bell quickly threw up a 
three-point leaner to bring BC 
back within one, 60-59, with 22 
seconds left.
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John Linehan (left) and Maris Laksa (upper right) led all scorers for the Friars against BC on Saturday, 
but UConn’s Johnnie Selvie netted 14 against PC on Tuesday.
After Laksa was fouled on 
the inbounds and hit one of two 
from the line, putting PC 61-59, 
BC’s Kenny Walls missed an 
open three-pointer that was 
rebounded by, of all people, 
senior walk-on Kareem 
Hayletts. Hayletts was also 
fouled and sent to the line, where 
he hit arguably the biggest free 
throw of his PC career to put the 
Friars up three, 62-59.
“I’m not here to score a lot 
of points,” said Hayletts. “It 
was a huge shot, something 
that I’ve been looking forward 
to. To beat BC in front of this 
crowd was great.”
With five seconds left, 
enough time for the Eagles to 
come down the court once more, 
Head Coach Tim Welsh fouled
11-point half, page 28
Friars split first 
February weekend
by Brendan McGair ’03
Sports Staff
After composing a 4-2-2 record in 
January, the Friars were able to climb 
back into the thick of the Hockey East 
race. Many players helped contribute to 
the Friars’ success, including junior co­
captain Jon DiSalvatore, who was named 
Hockey East Offensive Player of the 
Month for January.
It seemed that with their success in 
January, the Friars were ready to make 
February the month in which everything 
would come together, putting to rest all 
the talk about why the team got off to a 
slow start.
But the Friars learned last weekend 
that they still have a long way to go, and 
they must start to find some consistency 
down the stretch.
Going into a critical match-up against 
Northeastern, the Friars trailed the 
Huskies by one point in the Hockey East 
standings. The Friars were optimistic 
prior to the start of the game because it 
was in Matthews Arena, a place where 
the Friars had a four-game winning 
streak dating back to 1999. However, it 
seemed as if the Friars undervalued the 
significance of the game.
The Friars came out flat and never 
seemed to be in the game until it was 
too late. By that time, the Friars were 
down 3-1, forcing them to play catch­
up the rest of the way. In the end, 
Northeastern held on for the 3-2 victory.
“We didn’t shoot the puck enough,”
Kelly leads way, page 31
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Peter Fregoe is second on the team in goals (13), assists (19), and points (32).
SPORTS
